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Welcome

This month we love...

I’M SURE that for many 
anglers a perch was one of the 
fi rst fi sh they caught. 
   I still remember the fi rst one 
I caught on my second ever 
fi shing trip and being 

suprised at just how spikey their fi ns are! 
Although perch don’t grow anywhere near 

the sizes of other popular species such as 
carp, tench and bream, there’s something 
about these bolshie little predators that 
anglers love. And in recent years it seem’s 
that more and more people are turning 
their attentions to targeting them during 

the autumn and winter. This is in no doubt 
due to the increase in the number of 
specimen perch which reside in rivers, 
canals and stillwaters all over the country 
and the rise in popularity of light lure 
fi shing tactics such as drop shotting.
   This winter I have set myself the target of 
catching a 2lb-plus perch. This may not be a 
monster by national standards these days, 
but it’s a fi sh I’d be more than happy to have 
my photo taken with!
   A couple of weeks ago I had a few hours 
spare one Saturday afternoon so I decided 
to head down to a stretch of the Great Ouse 

near Huntingdon which I’ve often walked 
along but never actually fi shed. After 
fl icking a lobworm towards several ‘perchy’ 
looking overhanging bushes I eventually 
found a few perch mid-river on the last spot 
I tried. I didn’t come remotely close to 
achieving my target of a 2lb fi sh but it was 
good fun all the same. 

In a couple of weeks myself and some of 
the other lads from the oi  ce will be 
weekending at a midlands commercial 
targeting perch, so fi ngers-crossed that a 
two-pounder will put in an appearance! 
James Furness, Editor

Mini pellet feeders
Scaling down the size of 

your pellet feeder 

and reducing the 

amount of food

going in will keep

the carp coming at

this time of the

year, explains

Guru’s Pemb

Wrighting. Page 26

The Baggin’ Waggler
Thought the Baggin’ 

Waggler was a warm 

weather only 

tactic? Be 

prepared to think

again as Grant

Albutt reveals

how he fi shes it all

year round.

Page 54

All things perch
Whether you want to 

catch perch by drop 

shotting, on the fl oat, 

with a feeder set-up

or from running

water, we’ve got a

selection of great

rigs for you try this

month. 

Page 42

FORGOTTEN ROACH 
REDISCOVERED
Julian Chidgey on fi nding 
feisty redfi ns Page 8
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Stunning pictures that make you want to get out there and go fishing

Magic moment



Great British Fishing

A 
S ANGLERS we spend countless hours 
thinking up new and innovative ways 
to fool our quarry and put more or 
bigger fish on the bank.  

   But no matter how rewarding that moment 
when your new personal best or match-winning 
fish slips into the landing net there is something 
equally, if not more, rewarding to see your prize 
swim away strongly afterwards, safe in the 
knowledge that it will live to make another 
angler’s dreams come true. 
   This month’s issue is packed with the latest 
tactics to ensure that you experience plenty of 
‘fish-returning’ action. 
   Commercial fishery expert Pemb Wrighting 
explains why scaling down the size of your pellet 
feeder at this time of year will increase the 
number of fish going into your net (page 26).  
   And if you are one of the ever growing number 
of anglers who turn their attentions to perch at 
this time of year we have a whole host of content 
for you. If you are thinking of joining the drop 
shotting craze that is sweeping the UK we’ve got 
information on choosing the right lure (page 42) 
as well as details on all the latest drop shot tackle 
to hit the market (page 75). We’ve also got a 
selection of perch rigs for you to try (page 44). 

Back goes 
the prize

IYCF October 28 – November 25, 2015 ƀɠ7
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A celebration of the best river, lake and canal fi shing that the UK has to o� er 

Targetingthe
forgotten roach

Big-fi sh hunter Julian Chidgey sets his sights on neglected stocks of roach
that have grown into specimens thanks to carp anglers’ bait

Words: Julian Chidgey Photography: John Deprielle
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Julian began his 

session with a pair 

of quivertip rods and 

open-end feeders 

cast to 40 metres
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Targeting the forgotten roach

F
OR years roach were
species of coarse ang
down the land. How
several decades carp

undoubtedly ruled the roost
somewhat ironic that many w
are seeing signs of a roach re
that are primarily being targ
Coincidence? Well not in mo

Take Devon’s stunning Sho
Crediton. As carp have prolif
water has become more colo
in turn protected the roach s
ever-present aerial threat of
the carp grew, anglers who ta
deposited large amounts of b
on each visit and, as a by-pro
fi shing mecca was created.

With rumours rife about th
o� er I headed down to see w
was about. As dawn broke ov
lake, I felt like something of
entered the estate. Roach wi
their presence in the early pa
rolling on the surface. Sure e

starting with two gives options to quickly
establish what the fish want on the day.

My rigs were simple open-end feeder
a�airs, both using a 40g Matrix model to
allow me fish a tight line, and to deal with
undertow which is often an issue on shallow
estate lakes.

Just above the feeder a micro swivel was
trapped between two float stops, creating
a simple helicopter rig that won’t tangle on
a long cast. Traditionally, roach rigs were
delicate, often presenting a tiny hookbait on
gossamer thin lines and tiny hooks. Those
with sausage fingers or poor sight will be
pleased to hear that things have changed!

Boilies, pellets and particles rain down
every day on these venues, and the roach
have been quick to take advantage. With this
in mind, and the fact that a bonus carp can
gatecrash the party at any time, I opted for a
25cm 6lb hooklink ending in a size 12 hook
held in place with a knotless knot. Two grains
of fake corn was the bait of choice on my first
rod, a small boilie on the other.

The redfin banquet
Previous experience has shown that frugal
baiting gives poor results, so I set about laying
a banquet for a passing roach shoal. And I

d t l f d b th l t d
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    ch long to respond to the sound of the groundbait, pellet and corn mix hitting the surface and falling through the water

       ch set-ups of old. With the possibility of a big carp muscling in on the action, beefed up feeder tactics were required
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Ten minutes later and a groundbait, pellet
and corn concoction carpeted the lakebed.
Having used two trees on the far bank as
markers, it was now a simple case of casting
my rods to the baited area and waiting. 

Roach on these busy carp waters have 
learned to associate a splash with food, so I 
recast every 10 minutes or so. For the fi rst few 
casts the two quivertips sat motionless side 
by side. However, the usual trick of looking 
away for a few seconds did the trick as my 
corn bait was taken by a fi sh that seemed 
intent on pulling the rod in. It was obvious 
this was no roach, and I soon landed a small 
common of about 4lb. To be honest, with fi sh 
40lb bigger in this water I was pleased it was 
one of the small ones!

The regular recasting seemed to draw more
and more fi sh into the area, and the morning
bought a steady stream of roach and a few
more small carp. By lunchtime I was again
staring at quivertips that refused to move. It
was obvious the bed of bait had been eaten

and the meagre o�erings arriving through the
feeder weren’t enough to hold a hungry shoal
of fish. Having had my lunch, I gave the fish
theirs, topping up the swim again using the
Impact Spod.

The results were instant. The bites began 
while the bait was still going in and falling 
through he water! The afternoon saw steadily 
bigger roach come to the net, providing the 
type of sport that any angler would enjoy.

As the light fell, I packed away the last of the 
tackle. Taking one last look in the half light of 
dusk two huge silver fl anks broke the surface. 
A small tempter to ensure I return to this 
lovely venue to make the most of 
the roach revival. 

“As dawn broke over the ancient lake I 
felt something of an intruder”

Targeting the forgotten roach

How to make Julian’s 
roach groundbait mix

These are the ingredients – Marine Pellet 

Powder, breadcrumb, pellets and corn

Mix the two ingredients together and then 

add some tuna liquid fl avouring

Pour a bag of Marine Pellet Powder and a 

liberal amount of breadcrumb into a bowl

To give the mix a visual attraction drop in a 

few handfuls of sweetcorn

Add enough water so that the fi nished mix

can be squeezed into a fi rm ball like this

Julian’s tackle

❚ Rod: Fox Duolite specialist quiver

❚ Ree: Fox Eos 5000 

❚ Mainline: 6lb Matrix Feeder mono

A fi ne net of roach taken from the stunning venue, with the promise of bigger to come in the future



Power Optex line has been developed over a number of years using the forefront of monofilament manufacturing 

capabilities. Combining ultra low accurate diameters with incredible strength and suppleness.  This line has been 

developed to withstand prolonged UV exposure meaning enhanced durability and longevity.

Available in 0.08mm - 0.20mm

www.mapfishing.co.uk
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Brackish water
breaming

Paul Hardy revisits one of his childhood fi shing haunts on the coast of
Lincolnshire, in search of big slabs and eels as thick as your arm!

Words Ben Fisk Photography Lloyd Rogers

T
O the naked eye Winter’s Pond 
looks like any other coarse 
fi shing lake.

It’s a 21-acre former clay pit 
with two islands, reeds in the margins 
and a portfolio of traditional species 
such as roach, tench, perch and big 
bream. Depths go to around 15ft and 
the only eye-catching feature on the fl at 
North Lincolnshire skyline is an 85ft 
brick chimney which wouldn’t look out 
of place at Isengard or Mordor, in the 
Lord of the Rings movies. 

What is unique about Winter’s (named 
after the family that still owns it) 
however, is its location so close to the 
sea – all that separates the lake from the 
Humber estuary is a 50m strip of land 
and a narrow road. 

Until the building of a sea wall, the 

Humber would fl ood the venue and even
now it’s water has an unusually high
content of salt from sea air. It doesn’t
seem to bother the fi sh, however, and it
has become one of the best kept secrets
in the area according to local-born Paul
Hardy.

“For ages this was the best and most
popular bream water around these
parts; they’d even come from She�eld,
Manchester and Newcastle to fish here.

“You used to be able to catch a ton of
bream or 40lb of big roach and rudd,
and every match would be a sell out.

“But for the past 15 years or so, since
commercial carp lakes popped up, it’s
been all but ignored by the anglers.
Most of the fi sh have remained and
they’ve grown and grown undisturbed,
thriving on neglect!” he recalled.
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“Between 6lb and 7lb is
the average stamp. The 

biggest reported is 13lb”

A 3lb eel but Paul lost one much larger! Punch a feeder to 50 yards or so for bream

Paul’s tackle

❚ Rod: Daiwa Tournament 11ft/13ft

❚ Reel: Shimano Stradic C5000 FD

❚ Feeder: 30g Kevin Leach wire cage 

❚ Mainline:  Maxima 5lb

❚ Hooklength: WB Clarke Matchteam 0.12mm 

(3.2lb)

❚ Hook: Size 16 Kamasan B560

❚ Feed: Bag ‘em Matchbaits XPD and Super 

Dark Skimmer

❚ Hookbait: Triple dead red maggot, worm 

and caster cocktail
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A close shave 
The lake is fed by several underground 
springs and that chimney was used as a 
burning tower during its clay pit days. 

It’s a venue that holds a special place in 
Paul’s heart. His grandparents and their 
family moved to a house next to the lake after 
being bombed out of Hull during the Second 
World War and Paul’s father, Malcolm, was 
born there 72 years ago.  

“When my Dad was two-years-old he 
crawled down to the lake and nearly drowned, 
his brother caught him at the last minute. 
Dad would often drop me o� here for the day 
and if we arrived after first light I’d struggle to 
get a half-decent peg – it was that popular!

“Then the anglers just stopped coming. I 
don’t think this a�ected the fish as there is 
so much natural food in here for them to eat, 
such as shrimps, snails and mussels. 

“When I heard reports from a few mates 
last year I couldn’t believe what they were 
catching. The bream are now running into 

double figures, the tench are big and some of 
the eels are as thick as your arm! Plus, you get 
some stonking roach-bream hybrids which 
really put up a scrap,” he said.

The great floods
The lake su�ered a fish kill due to the massive 
influx of salt water during the catastrophic 
East Coast floods of 1953. It was consequently 
restocked with general coarse fish (not carp) 
in 1958 but that was the last time any fish 
were introduced and the existing stock has 
been allowed to grow and reproduce. 

The construction of a 15ft sea wall on the 
Humber between 1965 and 1966 prevented 
any repeat of those floods and now the lake 
is considered and a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) status to boot. 

Today, Paul opted to fish the southern 
side of the lake. The shoreline here is very 
‘Irish’, with a line of large rocks giving the 
appearance of a lough. On this bank the 
deepest water of around 10ft can be found in a 

trench on the long pole line before it shallows 
up slightly towards the island feature in the 
middle. A simple two-pronged attack was 
earmarked by the Bag ’em baits angler in the 
form of a single pole line at 13m and a feeder 
line at around 50 yards. 

“I bait up the feeder line by putting in 
around 20 feeders of bait, mainly finely 
chopped worms, dead red maggots and corn, 
capped with groundbait. On the pole line I 
put in the same mix but all the loosefeed is 
in balls of groundbait. There’s no need to 
mess around so I throw in six large ‘ja�as’ 
and leave it to settle. The lake has unusually 
strong undercurrents so you need to get the 
bait straight down and you need heavy 2g-3g  
floats too,” he said.

Action on a unique venue such as this is 
seldom instant and it was a good hour before 
some small perch responded and a small 
hybrid, which was followed by a quiet period.

Paul was confident he still had a good bed 
of bait out there so he dropped in on the 

Double caster was Paul’s preferred hookbait on 

the pole line at 13 metres for perch and eels

The same groundbait with chopped worms, 

dead red maggots and corn is for the feeder

Paul balled in six large ‘jaffas’ of groundbait on the 

pole line that was then left to settle for a while

Baiting up at Winter’s Pond

Paul guides a hefty 

bream to the landing net
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pole line where again he found more perch 
obliging. He tried double caster and after 
lifting and dropping the rig a couple of 
times, his big fl oat suddenly buried. A hard 
strike set the hook in 10ft of water and met 
substantial resistance. Immediately some 
big head shakes shuddered down the pole 
and the line shook alarmingly in foot-wide 
zig-zag motions from side to side.

“This is a big eel!” announced Paul, 
clinging on. “It’s trying to snag me!”

After a couple of unsuccessful attempts to 
transfer his rig to obstacles on the bottom, 
the eel headed out into the middle of the 
lake with Paul’s tackle on the limit. And 
then his bent pole sprang upwards with a 
limp, lifeless rig on the other end – it had 
bitten him o� . He cursed his luck at what 
was obviously a very large ‘anguilla’.

More groundbait was put in and then 
it was time for another go on the feeder. 
Immediately he was getting a few liners and 
things looked promising, as a bream rolled 
over the bait. Next cast and he scarcely had 
time to put the rod on the rest when his 
quivertip was pulled in and he struck into 
his fi rst bream. 

“The slabs here come in slowly but with
attitude and it actually feels like you’re
snagged to start with. Once you’ve moved
them you’re usually alright! This dark old
fi sh is probably between 6lb and 7lb, which
is now the average stamp. The biggest 
reported so far has been 13lb,” he said.

A few more line bites followed so Paul

switched to a full dendrobaena on the hook 
tipped with a caster and the response was 
immediate. This bream was getting on for 
9lb, a pale fi sh with a golden streak to its 
face and a deep-set, football-shaped body. It 
was also the biggest he had ever taken from 
the water. Another wait produced his third 
and fi nal bream, and he also managed a last-
ditch eel of around 3lb on the pole line to go 
with several pounds of perch caught there.

The last word
We gave current owner Jeannie Winters, 
the third generation of her family to control 
the lake, the last word: “I wouldn’t say it’s 
the easiest place to fi sh, especially if you’re 
used to shallow commercial lakes. The 
strong undercurrents can catch people out, 
especially as the top and bottom currents 
often go in opposite directions!

“It’s defi nitely a water where natural baits 
do much better than pellets and I’d say it 
has a much higher salt content than inland 
fi sheries with the sea air. The lake is at the 
bottom of our garden and we’re 
happy for people to share it!”

Winter’s Pond is near East Halton, north of 

Immingham, where the nearest postcode 

is DN40 3PX (turning off Skitter Road). Day 

tickets are £5 – no night fi shing. Contact 

Jeannie on 07876 076882. 

How to fi sh Winter’s Pond

“The slabs come in 
slowly but with attitude 
and it actually feels like 

you’re snagged”

Brackish water breaming

Three terrifi c bream for Paul on this vastly 

underfi shed coastal venue. Try it now! 



 complete 

  t & 8ft) 2 Dropshot Hooks (available in sizes 1, 2 & 4) 3 Dropshot Minnows (available in Fluoro, 

  ropshot Fluorocarbon (available in 6lb, 8lb & 10lb) 5 Dropshot Kits (available in Mix 1 & 2 - 5cm & 

7cm) 6 Snapper KDS 2000 Reel 7 Dropshot Weights (available in 5g & 10g) 8 Dropshot & Jig Braid (available in 8lb & 10lb)

korum.co.ukFishing Made Easy
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Gary Knowles’ hard work

was rewarded with this

impressive Llandegfedd

predator over 20lb
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Pike on the 
lake of records

Gary Knowles was lucky to draw a ticket for a day’s piking at legendary 
Llandegfedd, but would it produce a monster predator it’s famous for?

Words: Gary Knowles, Pictures: Adam Firth

I
T’S always exciting to fi sh one of the 
famous trout waters for pike, but to 
fi sh the one that produced the 
46lb 13oz British record in 1992 and 

has just reopened after several years was a 
mouth-watering prospect. 

There is no questioning the pedigree of 
Llandegfedd and it maintains a unique 
status that only a handful of waters can 
aspire to. To say I was delighted when my 
name was drawn out of the hat for a boat 
on opening day was an understatement.

Set deep in South Wales, it’s a long drive 
from my North West home, but as there 
is a lack of quality predator fi shing in my 
neck of the woods I’m no stranger to early 
starts and motorways! I set o�  at 4am full 
of hope and expectation. 

Arriving at the boathouse, my boat 
partner Adam Firth and I confi rmed our 
booking with the wardens and loaded the 
gear into the allocated boat, but it was not 

what you would call a traditional pike day.
The morning sun was already burning

through the thin mist that covered the
reservoir to reveal a flat calm surface
disturbed only by the occasional rising 
trout. In truth, it was more like a summer 
dawn on one of my favourite Cheshire 
meres, but out there, below the surface, 
my target was far from a sedate old bream. 
I was dreaming of huge pike. Leviathans 

that have a history of being caught from 
this famous venue. Would today be my 
day to catch one?

Gearing up for monster pike
Considering the water temperature had 
not begun to plummet, I opted to fi sh 
lures. I fi gured the pike would still be 
active and therefore much more likely to 
chase a lure than chew a static deadbait.

I took three made-up rods on the boat
– a fast action 8ft rod set up with a fixed
spool reel to fish soft plastics on jigs, and
two baitcasting set-ups – one medium and
one heavy to fish a range of crankbaits,
swimbaits and jerkbaits.

All the reels were loaded with braid in 
30lb, 50lb and 85lb respectively, with 
home-made titanium traces on each. I 
was pretty sure I had all the bases covered 
with this approach. All that was left now 
was to fi nd some pike.

“I figured the pike would still be active and therefore much 
more likely to chase a lure than chew a static deadbait”

Welcome to the hillsides of Llandegfedd
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Pike on the lake of records

Before casting I always ensure the boat
is tidy and ready for a big fish, so the large
unhooking mat was wetted and lay in the
bottom of the boat, the landing net set
up, and unhooking equipment and bolt
croppers placed on the top of the lure box
for easy access. There is nothing worse (for
the fish) than having a large pike in the net
and then having to rummage around trying
to find the kit you need.

The morning started slowly. With little
or no wind we were able to drift without
anchor along various features looking for
our first take. We tried the north and east
banks, one of the bays and, around mid-
morning while drifting over a slight drop
o� 200 yards from the bank, I had my first
take, which I missed.

Undaunted, I made a note of the area
and turned the boat around and began
another drift over the same area. A solid
thump on an 8in Battleshad resulted in my
first Llandegfedd fish. Weighing 8lb-9lb it
troubled neither the camera or the scales
and was quickly returned. The atmosphere
quickly changed. We had found fish.

Anticipation takes hold
For the next few hours the fishing became a
heady mixture of frustration and adrenalin.
I was getting takes regularly but missing,
or hooking and losing, far too many for
my liking. For whatever reason it seemed
the pike were following the lures and just
nipping at them, resulting in missed takes
or lightly-hooked fish. I landed a few mid-
doubles but some of the hits felt like they
were bigger fish attacking the lure. Now,
I don’t mind missing a take or two on my
local canal but you don’t want to be missing
chances on ‘Deggy’!

To try and counteract this I changed my
approach. I put on a lure with a thinner
profile and a very flexible body, hoping that
if a pike flared its gills at this lure it would
inhale it further inside the mouth.

I chose an 8in Quantum Rassel shad
and hooked a 20g 2/0 single jighead with
a short shank through its head to ensure
the lure remained flexible. To hit any fish
‘nipping’ at the bait I also made up a short
4in stinger trace out of 20lb wire along
with a size 2 treble which was nipped on to
the back of the lure near the tail. I tested it
in the water and the stinger set-up didn’t
inhibit its action at all.

As most of the takes had come deep I
decided to work this new lure very slowly,
just bumping bottom. Once again we began
to drift the same area in around 35ft of
water, the new presentation increasing my
confidence and heightening expectations.

After less than half a dozen casts I got the
take I wanted. It instantly felt like a better
fish and I leaned into it hard, not wanting to
give it the slightest bit of slack that it could
use to its advantage to shed the hook in a
typical pike headshake.

One of the biggest mistakes when fishing
for big pike is in not playing a big fish hard.
Despite their intimidating appearance they
are a delicate creature, and a prolonged
fight can leave them weak, drained and in
short supply of oxygen, so it’s far better to
get them in quickly so their recovery time
is much reduced after a prolonged fight.

I fish with strong gear and have every
confidence in each item of tackle so play
them hard all the way to the net and made
no exception with this one.

The stinger treble had done its job and
was lodged firmly in the pike’s scissors.

“After less than half a dozen casts I got the take I wanted. It felt 

The 21lb pike was quickly and safely returned

This is Carl Garrett

connected to his famous

44lb 6oz pike in 1988
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This was easily fl icked out in the net and 
within a couple of minutes of being hooked 
it was held up for the camera after the 
scales recorded a weight of 21lb 10oz, a 
more than satisfactory result on my fi rst 
serious pike trip of the season. 

Again, fi sh welfare needs to come fi rst so 
with both arms up to my elbows in water 
the pike was supported under the chin 
while I held on to the wrist of its tail until

t like a better fish and I leaned into it hard”

I could feel it pulling against me. At this 
point I released my grip and saw it swim 
strongly back into the depths. 

Piking on the large trout waters in the 
UK can be dii  cult, often frustrating and 
always challenging, but the thought of 
what may lie beneath means it is always 
an exiting prospect and ensures anglers 
like myself will return time after 
time.

THE HISTORY OF
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   44lb

The now famous LLandegfedd Reservoir 

in Pontypool, South Wales, fi rst hit 

the headlines back in 1988 when it 

allowed pike fi shing for the fi rst time 

and produced four fi sh over the magical 

40lb barrier. 

   Over the next few years it went on to 

produce two British records for the 

species – the fi rst falling to Gareth 

Edwards in 1989 at 45lb 6oz, followed 

by the existing best of 46lb 13oz to Roy 

Lewis in 1992.

   Unfortunately, catches of bigger fi sh 

started to drop off after the turn of the 

millennium and in 2009 venue offi cials 

made the decision to stop pike angling 

on the 434-acre water.

Adam also got in on the 

action with this double- 

fi gure predator
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Scaling down the size of your pellet feeder will keep the bites
coming as the temperatures drop, says Guru’s Pemb Wrighting

Words Mark Parker Pictures Mick Rouse

Get big results
with a mini feeder



Tactic:
❚ Rod

❚ FeederSkimmersCarp
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Diffi culty:
Species:

A 
LOT of anglers ask about the 
diffence between a Method feeder 
and a pellet feeder and when to 
use one over the other. 

   In essence, the Method is the shotgun 
approach to loosefeeding, while the pellet 
feeder delivers a tightly packed rifl e shot of 
free food.

In high summer both work well when cast 
every fi ve minutes or so. But, while the 
Method is used to build up a bed of bait, the 
precision gained from using a pellet feeder 
enables you to drip-feed the swim, 
controlling the numbers of fi sh you attract 
at any one time.

This helps prevent drawing in too many 
fi sh to the swim and creating a feeding 
frenzy which inevitably results in foul-
hooked fi sh.

What a lot of people don’t realise, though, 
is come the cooler months – October 
through to March – it is still possible to 
overfeed the peg, even with a pellet feeder.

To overcome this Guru has developed new 
Mini Pellet Feeders, which are around half 
the size of a ‘standard’ feeder. This enables 
you to drip-feed the swim, using a teaspoon 
of bait per cast rather than a tablespoon. 
This small detail that can make a huge 
difference in colder water.  

To check out the new feeders and see how 
to get the most out of them, we joined Guru’s 
product development manager Pemb 
Wrighting on the banks of Puddledock Farm 
in Upminster, Essex (www.puddledock 
farmfi shery.com), where he took us through 
the fi ner points of pellet feeder fi shing.

Pellet feeder plus points
The differences between pellet and Method 
feeders may only be slight, but they can 
signifi cantly affect your catches. 

Pellet feeders are shaped like a small 
scoop, and being largely enclosed with just a 
front opening, they discharge bait 



Get big results with a mini feeder
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How to load a mini
feeder with pellets

Pemb half fills the pellet feeder’s hopper

with his moistened pellet mixture

The pellets are squeezed in, then the

hookbait is placed at the front of the hopper

Finally, the hookbait is buried into the

feeder’s payload with a few more pellets

1

2

3

differently to the Method.
With a pellet feeder, the feed is encased in its 

‘hopper’, meaning that the feed only escapes 
once the feeder has hit the deck and water has 
had time to penetrate. The pellet loosefeed 
expands and the payload is pushed out of the 
front of the feeder itself, with the hookbait 
right at the front of the loosefeed. 

As well as there being no bait ‘spill’ (which 
can bring fi sh up in the water, as well as 
spreading the bait around the swim) as the 
feeder is descending, the fi sh can only 
approach the free feed in one direction, so they 
encounter the hookbait face on. This results in 
positive bites.

With a Method, the fi sh can approach the 
feeder from any direction. And as the feed 
breaks off the feeder, it creates a larger spread 
of loosefeed, which can make it easier for the 
fi sh to avoid the hookbait. 

The other disadvantage of the Method, in this 
instance, is that it carries a much larger 
payload than a pellet feeder. Therefore the 
problem of overfeeding can once again raise its 
ugly head!

“Carp are forced to suck the feed out of a 
pellet feeder’s hopper, similar to us drinking 
from a bottle,” said Pemb. “This is why pellet 
feeder bites are so positive even when the 
water is very cold.

“A second advantage is that by using a very 
short hooklink, which is buried in the feeder, 

you are able to cast tight to island margins or 
reeds and sedges - the very places that carp 
love to back into.” 

With the new Guru feeder being so small 
Pemb is able to regulate the amount of feed he 
puts out. In the summer months, this helps 
prevent the fi sh going into a feeding frenzy. 
Also, where the fi sh are smaller in size, he is 
able to make more regular casts, constantly 
ringing the dinner bell, to get the fi sh lined up.

Unlike Guru’s originals, the new pellet 
feeders are constructed from the same alloy 
as the company’s Hybrid feeders.

“Rather than being a plastic feeder body, with 
a lead weight attached, the new feeders are 
made from one piece of metal. This enabled us 
to create a small feeder (24g), that was not too 
bulky but which retained a decent weight for 
casting and gripping the far bank shelf, as well 
as being good to cast with,” he explained.

Pemb’s pellets
Unsurprisingly, Pemb tends to use pellets with 
his pellet feeder. For today’s session, it was 
2mm micros. These were covered in water 
then left for 90 seconds before the water was 
drained off. The wetted pellets are then left to 
moisten for a further 30 minutes.

“The advantage of a pellet feeder is that 
pellet preparation doesn’t need to be as 
precise as it does for the Method. Because they 
are encased, there is no chance they can burst 

The fi nished rig has the 

hooklink buried so nothing 

can snag on the cast

The new versions (right) are much smaller than 

standard pellet feeders (left)
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To get to the free 

feed, fi sh are forced 

to encounter the 

hookbait fi rst. This is 

why the pellet feeder 

is so effective

Pemb’s mini pellet feeder rig

Pemb’s pellet feeder 

tactic fools another 

Puddledock Farm fi sh

A 24g Guru Pellet 

feeder is packed with 

a mixture of different 

sized pellets
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out on impact with the water, giving you total
confi dence that the loaded feeder has got to
the bottom. 

With these mini-feeders Pemb generally
favours a pellet loosefeed, but he has also
done well using groundbait with a single dead
red maggot on the hook.

With standard-sized pellet feeders, though,
Pemb reckons you can load them with pellets,
groundbait, casters, dead maggots, liquidised
bread or anything else you can think of, making
them very versatile carp-catching tools.

His only stipulation is that if you are to use
groundbait, avoid specifi c Method crumbs as
they are too sticky and will not break down as
well as a pure fi shmeal crumb. 

Mini feeder, strong tackle!
There was no need for long rods to target
today’s snake lake but Pemb still opted for
robust tackle. Mainline was 8lb Guru Pulse,
which sounds incredibly heavy but was 
necessary to pull away from brambles and

Pemb’s Tackle

❚ Rod: Daiwa 10ft-11ft Spectron Match and Leger

❚ Reel: Daiwa Certate 3012

❚ Mainline: Guru Pulse 8lb

❚ Hooklink: Guru N-Gauge 0.15mm (5lb)

❚ Hook: Guru MWG size 18

❚ Feeder: Guru Mini Pellet feeder

❚ Hookbait: Mixed pellets

❚ Loosefeed: Bag ’em Matchbaits Super 

Natural Carp Pellets 2mm 

other detritus on the far bank should the line 
get snagged. 

“This heavy mainline is a good insurance and 
gives me confi dence,” said the 30-year-old.

The rest of the set-up is typical Method/
pellet feeder fare. The feeder runs inline and 
free-running while the hooklink comprises 4in 
of Guru 0.15mm (5lb) N-Gauge to a size 18 MWG 
hook with a hair-rigged bait band.

To fi sh the feeder, Pemb half loads the 
hopper, scooping in pellets with his fi nger. The 
hookbait is then positioned and covered with 
another layer of loosefeed. 

This is then cast to the far bank and left to 
fi sh for around fi ve to seven minutes. The 
theory is one cast, one fi sh. 

With today’s session being on a snake lake, 
though, Pemb had a second line that he would 
rest while fi shing the fi rst. But to keep the fi sh 
interested, he catapulted a pinch of 6mm 
pellets over the top every few minutes to get 
the next fi sh lined up.

On the hook  he chops and changes to see 

what will works best/fastest on the day – a 
larger hard pellet, a small dark one, a red or 
even a soft hooker.

“It’s the little changes you make through the 
day that will lead to a couple of carp becoming 
a bag of carp. 

“Just because the weather is turning it 
doesn’t mean you can’t positively fi sh a feeder. 
Being subtle isn’t being negative,” 
assured Pemb. 

Pemb uses a mixture of pellet sizes in the mix

Things are kept simple when it comes to baits 

Pemb uses fairly heavy gear for feeder fi shing

An impressive haul 

taken on the new Guru 

Pellet feeder
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Andy May’s top tips for memorable redfin sessions
with pole and waggler on a wide range of venues

Words Tony Grigorjevs Photography Lloyd Rogers
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A
SK any group of anglers what the 
UK’s most iconic species is and the 
vast majority will shout roach.

Their presence in a wide range of 
waters and willingness to feed throughout 
the year and has made them a firm favourite 

on canals, rivers and stillwater alike.
MAP-backed star Andy May makes no

secret of his love of putting a net of roach
together and believes his effective style can
easily be replicated by following 13 simple
steps he has devised over the years.

13tricks for roach
bags galore



Tactic:
❚ Pole & Rod

❚ Floatoach

Difficulty:
Species:
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13 tricks for roach bags galore
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3 Heavy floats
Most of the fish will be sat close to the

bottom and a heavy float will get your hookbait
down to them quickly.

“The biggest roach are often sat in the
bottom 2ft of water and I want my hookbait to
get down to that area quickly. To achieve this I
use a 4x16 MAP WD1 float that has a bulk of
shot sat 2ft up from the hook.”

“Three small droppers are then spread evenly
below to slow down the fall of the bait once it
gets close to the deck, making the hookbait
look more natural as it comes into contact
with the fish.”

4 Long rods
The growth of commercial fisheries has

led to an explosion in the number of short rods
on the market but a much longer version
should be your weapon of choice for roach.

“A long rod will enable you to pick up the line
quickly when waggler fishing and hit every
bite. I use a 13ft MAP Light Waggler and it
drastically reduces the number of bites that I
fail to hit.”

6 Twitch the rig
If your maggot hookbait is sat among 100

other identical offerings then it will take
longer for a roach to fall for the trap. In order
to speed up the amount of time it takes to get
a bite, Andy keeps the bait on the move.

“When I am on the waggler I regularly twitch
the float and I’’ve noticed that it is very

common to get a bite seconds after I have done
it. The same thing can be replicated on the
pole by either lifting and dropping the pole
float a few inches or moving the float slightly
to one side or the other.”

7 Peg choice
As with all species, roach will move into

deeper water now that the temperatures have
dropped and it pays to do your homework
before setting up.

“Pegs with anywhere between five and eight
foot of water will almost certainly hold roach.
Speak to local experts and fishery staff to find
out which spots are worth targeting.”

8 Read your float
When using the waggler, it’s best to use

loaded floats and have a number of dropper
shot spread down the line. This will reduce the
number of tangles you suffer and it will also
help you spot when fish have intercepted the
bait on-the-drop.

“When you are using small shot down the line
it will take time for your float to sit in its final
position. If, for example, you work out it takes
your float 10 seconds to settle properly but it
fails to do so on one cast, a roach has taken
your bait on-the-drop and striking will result in
the rod tip arching round.”

9 Snotty lines
When you are catching roach at pace your

hooklength is bound to get covered in slime
and removing it before you recast is vital.

“In the past I have been catching a roach
every drop-in and then suddenly it goes quiet.

Heavy feeding
Once winter arrives an

angler’s instinct is to cut

down the amount of

loosefeed but ignoring that idea will pay

when big roach are the target.

“Roach will keep competing even when

there is ice on the water and the more

feed you lash in, the more active the

shoals will become. Take two pints of

maggots and the same of casters and aim

to feed the lot on a little-and-often basis.”

Tight lines
Bites from roach can be

notoriously difficult to hit so

keep a tight line between

pole tip and float to boost your catches.

“I always use backshot that sit around

six inches up from my float. This

creates a tight line and makes hitting

bites much easier. I use two No.8 shot,

or four No.8s when it’s windy.

Spread feed
Feeding a small area
the size of a 10 pence
piece is essential for

F1s in winter but when roach are
firmly in your mind it pays to
spread the bait around.

“Pole pots don’t play any part in
my winter roach fishing and I will
feed short pole lines by hand and
the long pole or waggler lines
with a catapult. Spreading the
bait out makes the fish compete
more and also draws in shoals.”

Greased
pole floats
Reducing any
resistance in your

rig will help boost catches.
Overshotting your float so

that it sinks does just that but
Andy had a clever yet simple
trick to help identify bites.

“Dip the tip of the float bristle
in a small tub of bristle grease
and this will prevent it from
sinking until it is pulled under
by a roach.”

1 2

5

1
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When I ship in I often find the tiniest fraction of 
slime close to the hook and once it is removed I 
am back into fish straight away. Removing it 
really is that important.”

11 Cut out fishmeal
Pellets and fishmeal groundbait are used 

a lot on commercials and roach are used to 
feeding on them, but Andy never uses them 
when targeting redfins.

“Carp love fishmeal based baits and as soon 
as you feed any you run the risk of drawing 
these nuisance lumps in and upsetting the 
swim. If you are going to feed groundbait, stick 
to something with a sweet aroma such as Bait 
Tech Pro Natural, adding leam if you are 
fishing in deep water to make it heavier.”

12 Alter the depth
Being a couple of inches overdepth or off 

bottom can make all the difference to whether 
you see bites.

“On some days it pays to fish a couple of 
inches overdepth and give the fish time to take 
the bait so that when you strike you get a good 
hook-hold every time.”

“On the flip side, if you are coming back with 
a sucked maggot and the float hasn’t gone 
under, it’s best to fish dead depth or just off 
bottom so that the float registers 
when a fish picks up the bait.”

Scale 
down 
Use a 
crude rig 

for roach at this time of 
year and a blank could be 
on the cards. Scale right 
down to fool what can be 
the most cautious of all 
winter feeders.

“When I am on the pole I 
rely on 0.10mm mainline 
through to a 0.08mm 
hooklength and a size 16 
or 18 Gama Black hook.”

13

For info on coaching with 

Andy May visit: www.

fishingcoaching.co.uk
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Rarely used to tempt commercial fi sh, pinkies are 
due a revival, according to Middy’s Craig Butterfi eld

Words Mark Parker  Photography Lloyd Rogers

to catch 
more carp

P
INKIES have become an increasingly 
rare sight on anglers’ side trays.

They’re still hugely popular with 
those who fi sh canals and drains, but 

when it comes to commercial carp venues, 
they are rarely, if ever, used.

The main reason for this is that being a 
smaller cousin of maggots, they attract tiny 
silverfi sh like a tramp on chips. But Middy’s 
Craig Butterfi eld has come up with the 
solution to make them more productive.

By feeding, and even fi shing with dead 
pinkies, the 31-year-old Boston rod reckons he 
is able to breathe new life into his autumn 
fi shing, when warm-weather baits such as 
meat, big pellets and fi shmeal groundbaits are 
starting to lose their effectiveness.

“There are several reasons why dead pinkies 
are so good. Firstly, they don’t crawl into the 
silt…because they’re dead!” Craig said with a 
chuckle. “Secondly, you can still feed heavily 
and fi sh very positively, without the risk of 
fi lling up your target species. 

“Thirdly, being dead they don’t attract the 
attentions of tiny fi sh and, fi nally, you can 
‘match the hatch’ if needed, using a big bunch 
of pinkies on the hook. As carp are never 
caught on them, they have no fear in gorging 
themselves on the free feast, just like they 
would on a bed of bloodworm.”

To fi nd out more about the forgotten grub,
we joined Craig at Herons Mead Fishery and
Caravan Park (www.heronsmeadtouringpark.
co.uk), near Skegness, Lincolnshire.

What are pinkies?
Unlike maggots, which come from the
common bluebottle, pinkies are the offspring
of the greenbottle fl y. 

They get their name from their pale pink
colouration. The brightness of their hue is
enhanced with coloured dyes, the same
way as maggots. 

The bright pink grubs – or fl uoros, as they
are more commonly known – are most
popular. As with maggots, they are also
available in other colours.

Pinkies are half the size of a maggot
and wriggle at twice the speed. This is
why they are so attractive to smaller 
fi sh.

Used by canal anglers, in 
conjunction with the even 
smaller squatt to target 
silverfi sh, they are also a 
great hookbait for bream.

But even this practice 
seems to be losing out to 
more modern baits such 
as pellets. 
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❚ Pole

❚ FloatCarp
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Diffi culty:
Species:



Pot pinkies to catch more carp
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To avoid drawing in

too many small fish,

Craig only feeds more

pinkies after landing

a fish or missing a

proper bite

Craig favours a Middy

Styrex Series 3 for this

style of fishing. The

diamond body makes

the float very stable

Four dead maggots or 

6-8 pinkies are hooked 

through the head and 

tail alternately so they  

sit fl atter on the hook

A slightly strung

out bulk enables 

Craig to lift and 

drop the rig and 

maintain a good 

presentation

CRAIG’S PINKIE
POLE RIG

Craig, an advocate of fishing all venues both
man-made and natural, reckons that
commercial fish come under a great deal of
pressure and so in spite of being heavily
stocked, the fish are very wise to the ways of
anglers. Using a bait that they don’t often see,
you can fool them into feeding less cautiously.

“The way I look at fishing pinkies on
commercials is they are similar to
loosefeeding micro pellets, while the maggot
hookbait is equivalent to using a 4mm or 6mm
expander pellet,” he explained.

“It is the same principle, using a larger
hookbait over a bed of smaller baits; they are
just different in appearance and taste.”

The other advantage of using a lot of small
particles is that they hold the bigger fish for
longer once they are in the swim.

If you were to loosefeed four or five grains of
corn, the fish would quickly slurp up every
kernel and vacate the area.

By priming the swim with a few hundred
pinkies, the carp will hang around for much
longer, trying to find every grub. The longer
they are in the swim, the more confident they
feed, and the easier they are to catch.

“When I buy my pinkies, I ask the tackle shop
to cover them with a little extra maize,” Craig
told us. “Once the pinkies have been killed by
freezing them, I add a little water to keep them
moist and stop them turning black.

“Not only does this slow their deterioration,
the wetted maize creates a cloud of attraction
in the water. This helps to draw in more fish,
especially in shallow water where up to a
maximum of 3ft is best.”

Another carp is steered

away from the lily pads
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Craig’s pinkie rig
Craig fi shed two lines – one in the shallower 
water against a dying lily bed and one out in 
open water. For the lily bed line he used a size 
12-14 hollow elastic to enable him to keep the 
fi sh away from the tangled jungle of stems 
below the pads.

In his open water swim, this was swapped for 
a much lighter double 6-8 solid elastic. The 
advantage of a doubled-up elastic is that it 
starts very soft, but as more stretches out, 
the pressure it exerts increases greatly. 

“In places where a hollow would be too 
stretchy, and a heavy solid elastic too 
aggressive, a doubled-up lighter elastic 
is perfect,” explained Craig.

“It makes a great halfway house 
between hollow and solid.”

Craig’s mainline is 0.16mm (5lb 
2oz) to a hooklink of 0.14mm (4lb 
4oz) and a size 14 Middy 8313 hook. 

With the water temperatures 
starting to cool, Craig fi nds that this 
combination is still strong enough to 
control and land the carp he is targeting 
and is also heavy enough to put of  the 
small fi sh, which generally fi nd the 
presentation too crude. 

He starts out with a slightly strung-out 
bulk shotting pattern that enables him 
to lift and drop the rig while still getting 
a good presentation.

If, however, small fi sh become a 
nuisance, the shot can be slid down the 
line to form a bulk and enable him to 
‘bomb’ the hookbait past them.

Feeding two lines
Craig feeds both lines in different ways. 
The open water swim is kicked off with a 

full 250ml pole cup of dead pinkies, while 
the inside line, next to the lilies, gets 
only half a cup because this will be left 
for around an hour to allow the fi sh to 

come in and settle over it the feed 
without disturbance. 
Thereafter, Craig will then alternate 

between the two lines, catching a fi sh or two 
from each so as not to over-fi sh one.

To top up each line, Craig uses a large pole 
pot packed full of dead pinkies. 

“I only feed after getting a fi sh or if I miss a 
proper bite,” he said.

“If I was to feed every put in, there would be 
too much loosefeed dropping through the 
water and this would almost certainly bring in 
the small fi sh.”

If this does happen, the fi rst thing he does is 
to completely cut out the loosefeed.

If this doesn’t cure the problem, he will dump 

feed the swim with a full cup to 
try and feed off the smaller fi sh.

Over the top of his loosefeed, he will then use 
either a bunch of maggots – up to four on the 
hook – or a large bunch of pinkies, up to eight 
is ideal.

The pinkies and maggots are hooked 
alternately through the head and tail as this 
enables them to sit fl atter on the hook. If they 
are all hooked through the tail, they tend to 
point out like petrifi ed fi ngers!

Depending upon the silverfi sh situation, 
Craig will use either live or dead grubs as 
hookbaits.

With the IYCF cameras snapping away Craig 
found that dead maggots on the hook over the 
dead pinkies did the most damage, and carp 
after carp were soon coming to the net of the 
media coordinator.

The fi nal tally of around 30lb, proved that 
even though pinkies are a small bait, they still 
have bags of big-fi sh appeal 
when used in the right way.

Craig’s Tackle

❚ Pole: Middy XZ65

❚ Elastic: Middy Hi-Viz Shock Core 12-16 Hollow 

Red, Middy Hi-Viz Solid Original 6-8 Match Heavy 

doubled up

❚ Mainline: Middy Lo-Viz 0.16mm (5lb 2oz) 

❚ Hooklink: Middy 0.14mm (4lb 4oz)

❚ Hook: Middy 8313 size 14

❚ Float: Middy Styrex 3 4x14

❚ Hookbait: Dead maggots, dead pinkies

❚ Loosefeed: Dead pinkies

Wetted maize 

clouds the water

Craig fi shes six pinkies 

or four maggots (inset)

“Using a bait they don’t 
often see will fool them 

into feeding”
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PERCH
They are the number one target for many anglers in autumn. 

Follow our advice to bag yourself a new personal best this month

W
ITH their distinctive black 
stripes decorating olive
flanks and aggressive
spikey dorsal fins there

are few UK coarse species as striking 
as the perch.

Their popularity has rocketed in
recent years and there has never been  

a better time to catch a specimen 
perch. Fish of over 2lb can now be 
found in rivers, canals and stillwaters 
all over the country.
   Whether you’re joining the drop 
shotting craze, float fishing on a
commercial or feeder fishing we’ve
got a perch rig for you to try.
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DROP SHOT LURES

Diffi culty:Tactic:
❚ Rod
❚ Float

❚ Lure
❚ Feeder

Species:

Perch

SIZE
There are no set rules when it comes to size. Small perch can easily 
take large lures of over 6cm and vice versa with big perch. Carry a 
selection of sizes and experiment to see what works best on the day.

The rise in the popularity of drop shotting has seen more and 
more anglers targeting perch. The tactic is simple to master 
and doesn’t require mountains of gear. Choosing the right lure 
is one of the most important aspects and these are the key 
elements you should look out for...

COLOUR
As a guide, opt for dull colours in clear water and bright colours 
in muddy water or low light conditions. Black and white lures 
create plenty of contrast regardless of the water clarity.

TAIL SHAPE
Rubber lures are lifeless until you, the angler impart movement during 
the retireve. The shape of the tail means the lure produces different 
strengths and forms of vibration as the lure is ‘worked’ in the swim. 

BODY SHAPE
Body shape also affects how the lure ‘works’ when retrieved. 
Some lures have a ‘rolling’ action, which means the wobble side 
to side, so the two-tone body colour will fl ash when reeled back.

 THE PAGE 
FOR FOUR 
OP PERCH 
GS TO TRY



Time for perch

MAGGOT
FEEDER RIG
PERCH, like all predatory species, hate

resistance and will drop a bait as soon

as they feel any. For this reason, a free-

running set-up with a large bore run ring

is advisable.

The blockend maggot feeder is tied to

a four-inch paternoster link that gives

the rig crucial extra movement before a

perch encounters the feeder itself.

The 5lb mono hooklink should be

around 12 inches long and attached to a

size 4 or 2 h the hook, alternate

between wo d prawns or, to be a

little different, try a cocktail of both.

The feeder should be filled with red

maggots. To help draw in the silverfish

and really get the perch going fish the

feeder over a few balls of groundbait.

A dryish mix will really cloud the water

and form a carpet of bait on the deck.

Make sure you cast regularly, at least

every hour, and keep the swim topped

up with regular pouches of red maggots.

If the sport is on the slow side, feed

every half an hour, but if the perch are

munching readily you may need to feed

as often as every five minutes.

LOAFER
FLOAT RIG
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A lobworm is fi shed 

6in overdepth so the 

perch has plenty of 

time to take the bait 

before feeling any 

resistance. Feed a 

ball of groundbait 

laced with maggots 

and chopped worm

A large low-resistance

run ring enables the

feeder to run freely

on the mainline. Use a

large buffer bead above

the hooklength swivel
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LOW RESISTANCE MAGGOT FEEDER RIG

A 50g Kamasan 

Black Cap blockend 

feeder fi lled with 

red maggots is quite 

heavy and less likely 

to move. Ideal!

Plain maggots are 

fi ne but you can 

always add a fl avour 

such as Liquid Worm 

or Predator Plus

Lobworms are top 

perch baits but can 

also attract other 

species. To avoid 

this switch to a 

cooked prawn on a 

size 4 or 6 hook

1  
The link to the feeder 

should be weaker 

than the mainline and 

hooklength, so it breaks if it 

becaomes snagged

2 
Thread on the feeder link

on to the mianline fi rst, 

followed by a buffer bead 3
Pusush the bead over the

top eye of the swivel to 

semi-fi x it in place

TO THE FEEDER
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LIGHT LURE 
FISHING RIG

Perch are very aggressive predators 

and will eagerly chase a lure. One of the 

best and easiest to use is a 3in or 4in 

rubber shad and light (3g to 5g) jig head. 

The jig is cast and allowed to sink to 

the bottom, before being worked back 

in a series of hoops, by turning the reel 

handle and allowing the jig to sink. They 

most often take ‘on the drop’.

FEW perch can resist a lobworm. There’s 

something about the juices leaking from a 

chopped worm that drive big perch crackers. But 

although perch can be greedy they can also be 

extremely moody and while they do love a worm 

they will often only take one if it’s offered in the 

right place. On running water look for features 

such as overha i  b hes, bridges, moored 

    on. 

        e bait under the cover 

  uick bite will follow. 

 shed right under the 

 h air to make it sink 

slower. This gives the current more opportunity 

to wash the bait into the fi sh’s lair. You must be 

very careful doing this as a hypodermic needle is 

needed to pump air into the worm.

Always place the worm on a hard fl at surface 

when injecting it with air and never hold the bait 

with your hand – a tiny slip could see you pumping 

air into your own bloodstream, which can be very 

dangerous.

Allowing the weight 

of the jig head to 

make the shad 

fl utter to the bottom 

is a killer for fooling 

a big perch

All shads have 

different tail 

patterns. This twin-

tail will produce 

loads of fi sh-

attracting vibrations

Rather than a 

feeder a light link 

leger makes less 

disturbance and 

can be lifted and 

twitched in the fl ow

A long hooklink will 

help the hookbait to 

fl ow beneath cover 

where perch are 

likely to be holed up

SLOW SINKING 
LINK LEGER 
RIG FOR RIVERS

Use caution when 

injecting bait with air



EVERYTHING 
FOR THE JOB
IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND!

With over 14,000 hardware 

products AVAILABLE NEXT DA

you’ll fi nd just what you need

for your next project.

ORDER BY 8PM 
GET IT NEXT DAY

UK’S BIGGEST 
RANGE IN STOCK

FREE DELIVERY 
OVER £45*

FREE RETURNS 
WITHIN 30 DAYS

MINIMUM 
5 YEAR GUARANTEE

0808 168 28 28 IronmongeryDirect.com
CALL 7am-8pm 7 days a week ONLINE Shop 24/7! *Ex VAT

FIND US ON

CHECK OUT OUR
MOBILE WEBSITE

CALL 0808 168 28 28 OR GO ONLINE TO GET YOUR 

FREE CATALOGUE

GRAB AND...

WWW.TRONIXFISHING.COM
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DARK
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DROPSHOT COLUMN
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THE NEXT GENERATION OF SEATBOX ACCESSORies 
Leave the knuckle attached to your seatbox leg, then simply snap and lock

“All your favourite OffBox accessories now 

available with Snap-Lok technology, makes it

quick, easy and adaptable for you on the bank.”

Des Shipp, England International

Find out more at

prestoninnovations.com





Go with the fl ow on rivers

izes

k 6AAA float will not get

dragged under so easily when

fishing overdepth. This is the only

way to slow a waggler float down

in the river’s flow, as the hooklink

and shot will drag along the

riverbed. Great for fooling bigger

fish, such as chub or even barbel

For silverfi sh, up in the water, 

Scott uses a lighter, slimmer 

fl oat plumbed to fi sh from 

dead depth to only a foot 

deep if the fi sh are that high
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How to choose the right float
As with stillwater angling, you need a waggler
float you can comfortably cast the distances
you require.

If you use too light a float you’ll have to put
so much power into reaching your loosefeed,
you risk a tangle on every cast.

Using too heavy a float will also cause
problems, mainly that the rig will land with
such a crash, bang and wallop that the shoal
will be spooked. Bait presentation can be a
problem when using large floats as well,
reducing the number of fish you catch.

“There’s no real m i f selecting
of

know if it
rtlessly,
ng a ball
ly punch
king a

e cast,

ht of

utting
ol to
les it to
it hits

Mainline to the spool lip
The biggest mistake anglers make, and the
most simple to put right, is to fill the reel spool
correctly. By having the line right to the lip of
the spool and not using too thick or heavy a
line, you will increase your casting distances in
an instant. Scott’s first choice is 4lb (0.18mm)
Reflo Power Max. Not only is it very thin but
Scott reckons it is extremely durable.

Shot it right
Wagglers ideally require around 90 to 95 per
cent of the load around their base. The rest is
made up of the dropper shot.

Rather than using fewer large shot, use more
smaller ones. This gives you many different
options. You can string them out for on-the-
drop fishing, bulk them up to bomb the bait
past little fish, or fish a few dragging bottom,
to slow down the trot.

SCOTT’S LIGHT RIGSCOTT’S HEAVY RIG 

Don’t hold back!
With a stick fl oat – which is attached top and 
bottom to the line – the fl oat is held back 
during the trot. A waggler is only attached at 
the base, so if you hold it back, it will sink! 

This makes it easier to fi sh than a stick fl oat, 
but you need to run it through at the pace of 
the river. 

“You can slow it down by fi shing well 
overdepth with a few shot dragging bottom,” 
explained Scott. “But you’ll need to increase 
the size of the fl oat so it doesn’t get dragged 
under – I’m going from a 4AAA to a 6AAA for 
today’s session.

Loosefeed in a column 
Catapulting out bait produces a column of 
loosefeed in the water (see diagram right). 
Scott then casts his fl oat to the furthest 
extreme of this column. Then if he gets a bite 

Always fi ll the 

spool to the lip 

with line

Scott feeds 
a pouchful 
of maggots 
every cast
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on the trot but misses on the strike he can
keep his rig within the column of loosefeed.
With a stick fl oat, however, once it is pulled off
course, it is rare to attract another bite on the
same run. 

“The waggler allows you another bite of the
cherry so to speak,” explained Scott. 

“I always use bronze maggot loosefeed with
double bronze on the hook. I think they are
more visible in the water, so the bites are 
better,” he added.

The way Scott fi shes is to feed half a 
pouchful, cast to the one o’clock position, feed
again and then allow the rig to trot through for
around 20 feet in total, before he repeats the
process again. “It takes a little practice, but if
you follow these few simple rules, I promise
you will catch every time you go on 
the bank.”

Scott’s Tackle

❚ Rod: Preston Innovations Absolute 14ft

❚ Reel: Preston Innovations Inception 3000

❚ Mainline: Preston Innovations Refl o Power 

Max 0.18mm (4lb)

❚ Hooklink: Preston Innovations Powerline 

0.15mm (5lb 4oz) and 0.13mm (4lb 12oz) 

❚ Hook: Preston Innovations PR355 size 14 

and 16

❚ Float: Preston Innovations peacock waggler –

6AAA and 4AAA

❚ Hookbait: Double bronze maggot

❚ Loosefeed: Bronze maggots

River fl ow

Cast here and keep rig in boxed area

How Scott trots the river

Feed here
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ENTIAL NIGHT 
HI IPS

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF ANGLING IN THE DARK
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TIP 1 Accuracy

If your hookbait is
positioned on top of a
tight baited patch and
fish are in the vicinity you
WILL catch more. When
targeting species like bream
on large gravel pits it’s important
to locate features such as bars or plateaux,
which they will feed on using a marker float.
Hookbait positioning is critical and to achieve 
this, day or night, I use a pair of wrapping 
sticks to wrap my line around to replicate 
the exact range across all my fi shing rods; 
including my marker and spod rod.  I also line 
up my spots with a far bank marker which will 
become silhouetted at night. Glo Pro liquid is 
perfect for marking your lines when clipping 
up to a spot on your reel as the luminescence 
liquid is easy to see in the dark.

TIP 4 Predators

Species such as perch and zander hunt
primarily by sight.

Most people think that the best time of day to
pick off a large specimen is during the lightest
part of the day, yet I have rarely found this to
be the case.

Many anglers will pack up as soon as dusk
arrives but I’m not afraid of sitting it out for
an hour or two once darkness has fallen. If
I’m honest the hour leading up to dusk and a
couple of hours after darkness has fallen are
the times I am often most confident of action.
I’ve lost count of the number of perch I have
caught during this period and often the very
biggest of specimens will feed confidently
during these hours. Leading up to darkness,
live or deadbaits will be replaced by prawns,
which can be particularly effective once the
sun has set.

TIP 3 Timing your sessions          

It has been well documented that dusk and 
fi shing into darkness is THE time to fi sh for 
species such as barbel. If rules allow, have 
you ever fi shed a venue during the early 
morning? Several years ago when fi shing 
one of my favourite stretches of river, most 
anglers would fi sh up until midnight or 1am. 
It was common to hear them throwing their 
bait in at the end of the session. That winter, 
I recorded the time when I experienced any 
action and a pattern soon emerged that most 
bites were coming from 1am onwards. I soon 
twigged that the fi sh had tuned into when it 
was ‘safe’ to gorge and I adjusted my fi shing 
times accordingly. Often I would arrive after 
everyone had left the venue and fi sh from 2am 
until just after fi rst light. The results were 
mind-blowing and some very big fi sh fell to 
simply thinking outside the box.

TIP 2 P

Preparation is vital
Spend an hour the nigh
getting your gear sorted, r PVA
bags tied. Check the weather you leave
home and make sure you have th correct
clothing and enough food and drink. Too
many anglers make the mistake of thinking
that because it is a beautiful sunny day, it will
remain warm throughout the night. Having
good quality clothes, footwear, sleeping bag 
and bedchair and a change of clothes if you get 
wet all come highly recommended. Organise 
your kit so everything is to hand. This will not 
only make life easier but also has the added 
benefi t of keeping the use of a torch down to 
a minimum. It’s also impo t     
the exact wh     

     
         

                 

 ys carry two different 
style torches – a small 
compact torch for replacing 
hookbaits, playing fi sh and 
general use, the second a 
much brighter unit with different 
settings which can be invaluable 
when repositioning hookbaits on a river, tight 
to overhangs during darkness to ensure the 
hookbait is positioned accurately. I use a 
head torch as little as possible and even less 
when others anglers are close by. It’s not good 
etiquette to shine a bright white light across 
the lake. When it comes to bite indication 
isotopes come into their own and can be easily 
fi xed into bobbins or fastened to the rod tip to 
aid indication. Some manufactures such as 
Enterprise Tackle have also designed glow-in- 
the-dark rodrests.

Tactic

W
ITH the clocks going 
back and the hours of 
darkness increasing, 
the chances are if you 

want to target specimen fi sh you 
will have to do so under  the cover of 
darkness at some point. 

As long as you spend time preparing 
for each trip (particularly if you 
are new to night sessions) it will be 
far more enjoyable and lead you to 
making fewer basic mistakes. 

Big-fi sh angler and Gardner Tackle 
employee Alan Stagg has spent a 
huge number of nights on the bank in 
pursuit of specimen fi sh and is ideally 
placed to run us through his top night 
    



Tactics

Often pigeon-holed as a summer-only tactic, the baggin’ waggler is easily tweaked so 
it’s a deadly fish-catcher through all four seasons, says Matrix’s Grant Albutt

Words & Photography Craig Butterfield

Baggin’ wag  
all year round
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Tactic:
❚ Rod

❚ FloatCarp Skimmers

Difficulty:
Species:

I
T’S often said that it’s the simple things in 
life that give the most pleasure. If the 
same rule applied to fi shing then the 
baggin’ waggler is the equivalent of having 

all your birthdays and Christmases rolled into 
one. 

The tactic is deadly at catching fi sh and few 
know more about using it than Grant Albutt. 
We joined him at Shatterford Lakes, near 
Kidderminster, Worcestershire to uncover his 
approach with this simple tactic. 

Not just for summer
“The fi rst thing is that the baggin’ waggler isn’t 
just a summer tactic,” asserted Grant. “Anglers 
often get the impression that you have to fi sh a 
bait directly under the fl oat for this tactic to be 
effective. Although that will sometimes work, 
I’ve quite often found that fi shing deeper can 
produce far better results, especially when 
targeting bigger fi sh. 

“When the high temperatures of summer 
pass and the water begins to cool, fi sh go 
slightly deeper and I’ve found they’re usually 
much easier to catch. 

“I’m sure we’ve all been driven crazy in the 
height of summer seeing fi sh on the surface 
but being unable to catch them. Well, just 
because you can’t see them doesn’t mean 
they’re not there. It normally means that
they’re feeding and it’s just a case of finding
the depth they’re feeding at.

“The idea behind the baggin’ waggler is its 
fantastic ability to feed bait into the swim 
exactly where your fl oat lands. There are very 
few anglers in the world who could feed a 
waggler with similar accuracy using a ball of 
groundbait and a catapult. 

“The baggin’ waggler gives anyone the ability 
to feed as accurately as the best anglers in the 
world. But why limit yourself to just fi shing 
inches deep? We all feed pole swims with 
loose groundbait from a pole cup yet fi sh on 
the deck. So really the baggin’ waggler is just a 
castable pole pot! 

“With this in mind I like to present my 
hookbait at the depth the fi sh are comfortable 
feeding rather than force them to feed at a 
depth where they don’t feel confi dent. This can 
often see me fi shing anywhere between 2ft-
6ft, especially at a venue like Shatterford 
Lakes where some waters are over 12ft deep.

“It’s important to keep the set-up simple to
help eliminate tangles. This tactic puts a lot of
strain on your tackle and with fi sh over 20lb
I’ve made sure that I have tackle I can trust to
land anything I hook. 

“The rod must be capable of casting what is
effectively a very heavy feeder. With this in
mind I’m using a 12ft Matrix Carpmaster fl oat
which I know can easily punch the fully loaded
float 30-40 yards. My mainline is 10lb
Carpmaster line and on to this I thread a
couple of float stops before I add my Impact

Bagging Waggler. Below this I add a couple of 
small shot that are less prone to slipping on 
the cast when punching out the heavy fl oat. 

“Below the fl oat I have 4ft of 0.20mm Matrix 
Power Micron and fi nally a size 12 Carp Bagger 
hook and a short hair with a Super Stop 
attached. I like to start at 4ft as I’ve found that 
in deeper swims this is a depth that carp often 
feed but I’ll alter the depth throughout the 
session to keep in touch with the fi sh.

“As groundbait is the main feed it’s important 
to get your mix right. I’ve found the best to be a 
bag each of Bait Tech Kult Carp mix, Special ‘G’ 
Gold and Special ‘G’ Green with a couple of 
pints of crushed hemp to help the mix break up 
quickly once the fl oat is in the water.” 
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A nice skimmer 

falls to the baggin’ 

waggler approach

Tools of Grant’s trade – strong and reliable!

Grant’s tackle

❚ Rod: 12ft Matrix Carpmaster Float

❚ Mainline: 10lb Matrix Carpmaster 

❚ Hooklink: Matrix Power Micron 

7lb 13oz (0.20mm))

❚ Hook: Matrix Carp Bagger size 12

❚ Float: Impact Bagging Waggler

❚ Hookbait: Boilies to 12mm

❚ Groundbait: Mix of Bait Tech Kult 

Carp, Special ‘G’ Gold and Special ‘G’ 

Green



Baggin’ wag all year round

Big baits for bigger fish
“The mix can take on a lot of water and once
riddled creates a light fluffy consistency that
easily holds on to the float when casting. Make
sure that the mix doesn’t dry out otherwise it’ll
break up in mid-air.

“With a big head of skimmers in the lake I

“I made five quick casts to get some bait into
the swim and also to make a bit of noise as this
is part of the attraction of the baggin’ waggler.

“After this initial feed I’ll give each cast
around two minutes before casting again,
although I do move the float a couple of times
each cast to help release the bait from the

it lift and
uick bite.
ee a bit of
ach on the
ut I was sure

ger fish.
my first bite.

p round
but this time

mmer, which
round 2lb,
easily

ten on my
ong tackle.
Due to the
e of some

 h in this lake
 et up both a

match style net and a specimen net because it
can be difficult trying to slip a 25lb fish in a
match net! 

“I kept casting regularly but after a quiet 
10-minute spell I decided to try a little deeper,  
moving my fl oat so my hookbait was presented 
at around 5ft. 

“This small change brought an instant 
response and I was soon into my fi rst carp of 
the day, a chunky mirror carp just below 
double fi gures. 

“A couple more bream put in an appearance 
before I missed a few bites and I had a feeling 
the fi sh had moved up in the water. As a result  
I shortened my hooklength slightly to enable 
me to fi sh 3ft deep. 

Grass carp a nice bonus
“The next cast saw me hook another nice
common and on the very next cast the float
shot under again. Before I could pick up the rod
the tip flew round and I was into a good fish.
Luckily I wasn’t clipped up as it ripped several
yards of line off my reel. I applied as much
force as I dared and guided the fish towards
me. When it surfaced around 15 metres out I
was surprised to see a grass carp. The nerves
kicked in as I got in under the tip and I was
relieved I had set up a bigger landing net.

“After a few anxious moments it was in the
net and in typical grass carp fashion it went
crazy! I knew there was a chance of some big
fish so I had brought an unhooking mat along
too. We safely unhooked it and took a few
pictures before slipping it back. It wasn’t a
huge fish but it provided some fun!

Grant has a few 

casts to get the fi sh 

used to the splash

The Carpmaster Float rod 

is perfect for use with a 

baggin’ waggler

 A large hair-rigged 

white pop-up is the 

hookbait of choice
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“The swim went quiet after the commotion of
playing the grassie so I switched to a smaller
boilie. This produced a trio of skimmers in
three casts so I decided to swap back to the
bigger bait again and wait for the carp to settle
once more.

“In a bid to locate the fish I changed depth a
few times and eventually started getting bites
at my original depth of 4ft. Two nice commons
fell to the baggin’ waggler before I hooked into
another really good fish - a nice mirror that we
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A small selection from

Grant’s impressive

baggin’ waggler catch

had to slip straight back because it was too big
for the keepnet.

“I managed a few more commons and the
odd skimmer and with groundbait supplies
running low, I decided to call it a day.

“I had really enjoyed the session but couldn’t
help feel a little guilty about my catch. I’d had
a netful of fish while all the specimen anglers
on the water were still waiting for a bite, proof
that the fish weren’t happy to feed on the
bottom just yet.

Simple arrangement for the
Impact Bagging Waggler to
prevent tangles

Baggin’ wagglers are not a 

summer-only tactic – longer 

hooklinks work well too!

Grant opts to mould a 

large amount of mix 

around the fl oat…

“By using the baggin’ waggler I was able to 
feed my swim with great accuracy and this, 
coupled with fi shing a depth the fi sh were 
comfortable feeding at, helped me take more 
than 80lb of fi sh in just a few hours. 

“It may be a great method for summer, but 
with a few tweaks it’s also a tactic that not 
only catches fi sh all year, but is one that will 
outperform many other ways of fi shing. It’s 
certainly worth trying on your next 
trip,” concluded Grant. 
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fishing to be the

hardest sport to

master
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PATIENCE
One of the biggest lessons my 
mentor Denis White taught 
me was to always try and 
come back with a fi sh, 
whether on the fl oat or 
feeder. Always make sure a 
fi sh is ‘on’ and has your bait 
properly before you strike! I 
don’t strike at silly bites, I 
wait for the fl oat to go under 
or the rod to almost get 
dragged in. A split second 
delay to make extra sure 
makes all the difference and 
could mean hooking a fi sh 
instead of missing the bite or 
bumping off a fi sh. 

OBSERVATION
Watching other anglers can 
tell you a lot about a venue. 
Keep an eye on those who are 
catching when you are fi shing 
so you can make decisions of 
your own. You might be 
struggling up-in-the-water 
while others are catching on 
the bottom, for example. 
Also, you could spot that 
others are doing better than 
you by fi shing a different bait 
altogether. Don’t be afraid to 
take notice of what others are 
doing and be prepared to 
change if necessary.

TIMING
Where you fi sh in a peg often 
depends on the time of the 
day. Fish feed at different 
depths in different areas at 
different times! In the late 
afternoon and evenings fi sh 
will come into the margins to 
feed on the bottom, while in 
the heat of midday they 
might be in the centre of the 
lake. Sometimes you might 
see carp in the margins but 
not be able to catch them. 
However, when it gets to a 
certain time of day you can 
bet that those fi sh will get 
their heads down properly! 
Use your watch to your 
advantage!

RHYTHM
Don’t fi sh at 100mph as it’s a 
recipe for tangles, lost fi sh 
and generally more time out 
of the water. It’s better to get 
the basics right and fi sh at 
80mph! Taking time to fi sh 
smoothly will make you a 
more effi cient angler and see 
you put fi sh in the net 
regularly, without making 
mistakes by rushing. 

THINKING AHEAD 
A good angler will always be 
thinking ahead, planning his 

or her session and being 
prepared to change too. It 
helps to prepare mentally 
for a match, for example, 

with a loose plan which you 
think will work. If fi sh tell 

you otherwise, however, you 
might have to do something 

else as the day unfolds.

LISTENING 
Just like observation, 

listening to what other 
anglers tell you can reveal 

some real gems of 
information. However, there 

is always a danger of 
listening too much! You can 

quite easily confuse yourself 
and over-complicate how 

you fi sh. The trick is to ditch 
the information you don’t 

need and fi sh to your 
strengths. We all fi sh 

slightly differently and what 
works for one person doesn’t 

necessarily work for 
another. So take information 

on board but don’t let it 
completely dictate your 

personal tactics.

PRACTISE
I have to admit I’m not the 

best at practising but if I 
have a big competition I 

know I have to do it. Whether 
you have a match or you 

simply want to practise your 
technique, always practise 

on fi sh. You’ll learn where 
fi sh are feeding, on what and 
at what depth. If you have no 

fi sh in front of you you can’t 
learn much! There’s a 

famous saying that ‘the 
more I practice the luckier I 

get’. In fi shing there’s 
defi nitely an element of 

truth in that! 

PREPARATION
Whether you go match or 

pleasure fi shing, anything 
you can do beforehand at 

home will give you more 
time with your rig in the 
water! It leaves you with 

fewer things to worry about 
and makes a day more 

comfortable. Always carry 
plenty of pre-tied hooks and 

rigs, and if you can prepare 
any hookbaits in advance 

that’s always a bonus. 
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Tackle it with Tommy

SWIM
MANAGEMENT
Understanding how to use watercraft and
manage your particular swim on the day are
probably two of the most important factors in
becoming a good angler.

There are certain places in a peg where fish
feed best and better anglers will work out where
these spots are the quickest. Fish might be
topping near the surface but it doesn’t
necessarily mean that they are feeding here.

Instead, they might be 3ft or 4 ft down, or on
the bottom! Probably 80% of fishing is the basic
rules, what you do all the time. The remaining
20% however, is what you must work out on the
day by reacting and changing.

SUMMER 
SWIM
In warm weather fi sh are 

at their most active but it 

still pays to start by

fi shing a long pole or a

feeder or waggler to island

features. In the middle of

the day fish will happily sit

in the shallow water of

island features. As the day

wears on fish will come to

the bait and start to move

closer to the bank.

First you can try a close 

line at the base of the near 

shelf, often with a top kit 

of your pole plus two 

sections. Then in late 

afternoon the biggest fi sh 

will come into the margins 

waiting to mop up

discarded bait.

WINTER
SWIM
In the winter the opposite

to summer applies. Rather

than come towards the

bank for food, species 

such as carp and F1s will 

often back away from bait 

and the disturbance of 

other fish being hooked.

The worst thing you can 

do is to cast to the limits 

of your peg straight away 

– fish will have nowhere 

else to go apart from 

other anglers’ pegs.

Start by casting well 

short, or fish a short pole. 

A short pole in winter 

might be 9m-10m as fi sh 

push out from the bank in 

clear water.

Then add pole sections 

to follow the fish out or 

plumb up a new swim to 

one side. This is especially 

important with F1s. When 

you stop getting bites on 

the pole try casting out a 

bomb or tiny feeder

beyond the pole line. 

Putting a bag of fish

together is all about

managing a swim correctly

The margins can

be a great spot

to target but fish

don’t always feed

here every time
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CATCHING DEPTHS
You need to find the best depth to catch fish at.
For example, a long time ago at Hayfield Lakes
we found that 4ft was the best depth and we’d
set our rigs at this depth and plumb accordingly.
It might have been 4m out, it might have been
11m! If you fished in 5ft you missed bites while
you didn’t get enough bites at 3ft.

Fishing up-in-the-water is the same principle
and I know I’ve got the right depth when I hook
fish and they don’t bolt off on the take. I believe
this is because they are sat at a certain level
taking loose bait and you need to find this – it
might be 12in or 18in deep.

Quite often you’ll find that you’ll catch at this
same depth on the bottom tight into the
margins too, as fish come in at this level. Carp
tend to be quite set in the depths they stay at
while F1s are a lot more active and a bit more
difficult as they will move around.

One of my steadfast rules is that fish tell you
everything, especially what is happening. If
you’re missing bites you’re probably fishing at
the wrong depth or in the wrong place. If you’re
not getting bites in the first place the same
applies and you’ll probably have to look at
fishing in deeper water. On a snake lake, for
example, the fish might be happiest feeding a
few feet away from the far side cover, instead of
tight to it.

Near shelf
Feed a short pole line

by hand egularly at the
base of t e near shelf.

This is g od in the
after oon.

Margins
End the day here in

the last hour. You can
feed baits such as

meat, dead maggots 
or loose groundbait.

If you can’t get bites

in shallow water tight

to features, try moving

down the shelf a little

Feeder line
Start by casting a 

Method or pellet feeder 
tight to the bank in the 
shallowest water you 

can fi nd

1

Bomb line
After moving out to

the limits of your pole,
fish could back off

further still. Try a bomb
with pellet or corn

3

13m-14m
pole line

Expect a few early fish.
Then you may need to

add pole sections
and re-plumb a

new line

2

Top tip
Lots of line bites

tell you that you are
fishing in water that is

too deep or you
are feeding too

much bait!

11m pole
line

Start here. You are
unlikely to catch carp

on a very short pole
line in the cold

1

2
3

FISH COME 
CLOSER TO THE 

BANK LOOKING FOR 
FOOD AS THE DAY 

GOES ON

FISH BACK FURTHER 
AND FURTHER AWAY 

FROM THE BANK IN 
CLEAR WATER AS 
THE DAY GOES ON  
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Thepellet
n

More subtle than a Method feeder,
the pellet cone is ideal for

use in cooler weather

RIG SCHOOL A
S CARP in many commercial

fisheries wised-up to Method

feeder tactics, enterprising

anglers developed the pellet

cone as a means of dispensing with the

bulky feeder, yet still allowing a pinch of

soft pellets to be fed around the hookbait.

Because the cone of sticky pellets cover

the hookpoint this rig is also tangle-free

and does not pick up detritus on the

lakebed, maximising your chances of

getting a bite.

This rig is quite simple to tie, but a clip

swivel is required to enable the

hooklength to be removed so that a fresh

cone of pellets can be put in position. It

makes sense to tie up several hooklengths

and have them ready loaded with a pellet

cone so the rig can be swapped between

casts to speed up rebaiting.

YOU WILL NEED...
] Size 10-14 forged hook

] 6lb hooklength ] Micro Clip swivel ]

Micro lead clip ] Micro Tail rubber

] 1 1oz flat pear lead

A hair-rigged 8mm pellet 

is worth trying on venues 

where the fi sh have wised- 

up to bright and more 

visual hookbaits

The cone of sticky pellets cover

the hook making it tangle proof

and avoid catching on any

lakebed detritus

In association with
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Slide a tail rubber and micro lead clip on to

the mainline. This promotes a fast and safe

attachment for your lead

Tie hook to 12in of 6lb hooklength using a 10-

turn knotless knot. The hair should leave a 

5mm gap between the bait and hookbend

Tie the micro clip swivel on to your mainline

using a four-turn grinner knot. Wet all knots with

water or saliva before tightening them

At the other end of the hooklength tie a small 

loop using the super-strong fi gure-of-eight loop 

knot

Fix the lead clip on to the swivel and attach

your lead. Adjust the position of the tail rubber

to make it easier or harder to be ejected

Attach the hooklength to mainline using the 

clip swivel. This ensures hooklengths can be 

replaced with a minimum of effort

1

4

2

5

3

6

How to tie a pellet cone rig

You won’t need to cast far 

on most commercial carp 

fi sheries so a 1.1oz lead is 

usually all you need

A quick change clip swivel 

is essential so that the 

hooklink can be removed 

and a fresh one attached 

in seconds
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TACKLE
Barbel Society chairman Steve Pope

B
ARBEL are the hardest-fi ghting fi sh in our rivers and
the tackle that you use needs to be geared up and
ready to win every battle.

A rod with a good action is important and a 12ft version
with a 1lb-1.25lb test curve is ideal. When it comes to reel
choice a centrepin is great as they let the line run off the
reel smoothly when trotting a fl oat. If you prefer to use a
fi xed spool reel then a 3000 size will be ample. Make sure
that the spool is fi lled with line up to the lip otherwise you wi
struggle to allow the fl oat to run through the peg properly.

This should be loaded with 8lb mainline and I avoid using
hooklengths on most occasions as these create a weak point
barbel can easily exploit.

FEEDING
Drennan’s Ryan Hayden

I
F YOU are legering for barbel then on
rig is in the water it is often a matter
back and waiting for the fish to turn u

But it is a different ball game when us
float, with a hectic feeding regime key t
Each time the float is run through the sw
generous pouchful of 6mm pellets need

These should be introduced well behin
so that they flutter down to where I am
the rig through.

If the fish start to compete heavily and
the loosefeed as soon as it goes in, swit
pellets as they sink quicker and will brin
downstream where you want them to si
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I fancy having a go at floatfishing
for river barbel. What are the main
points to bear in mind?

Tactics

SWIM CHOICE
Big fi sh expert Mike Lyddon

T
AKING a walk up and down your chosen 
stretch is the fi rst part of the jigsaw 
and it is then a matter of selecting 

swims that are free of weed.
Barbel love to feed off gravel so look for 

spots where there are large areas of it. 
Overhanging trees and clumps of brambles 
are also magnets for the biggest barbel in 
most rivers and pegs with such features are 
guaranteed to hold potential personal bests.

Finally, make sure that the pace of the water 
isn’t too overpowering for the fl oat. If it is 
too fast and turbulent then the fl oat will be 

dragged 
out of position regularly and 
presentation will be poor. Instead, look for a 
steady glide that will easily carry the fl oat 
through the peg.

T
HE choice of fl oat you use 
for barbel on running water 
entirely depends on the 

depth and type of fl ow you’ll be 
fi shing into. 

For a shallow swim where 2ft-
4ft can be found, chubber, domed 
sticks or balsa-missile-styled 
fl oats are ideal. All three patterns 
are great for targeting barbel and 
chub in fast, shallow water. They’re 
perfect for any fast water situation 
where buoyancy and visibility are 
the key requirements. 

I always use this pattern with an 
olivette rather than a bulk of shot 
as it’s far less prone to tangle and 
casts much better. 

In deeper swims from 5ft-
10ft, I use alloy stem Avon and 
shouldered stick patterns, as 
their long, allow stems allow for 
excellent stability and presentation 
when trotting through a deep swim. 
To help choose the right size of 
fl oat, use 1g of weight for every two 
feet of water, as a general guide. 
A fast fl owing 8ft swim therefore 
requires a 4g fl oat. 

The Avon patterns in this size 
have a very large fl uorescent tip 
which can be easily seen even when 
you’re trotting at distance.

FLOAT CHOICE
Top river matchman Dave Harrell

ANSWER ONE
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Use clip-on plum

to sets rigs overd

Q A couple of fi sheries have 
a ‘no fi xed leads or feeder’ 

rule. What is the defi nition of 
a fi xed lead or feeder because 
I am getting confl icting advice 
from people I ask?
Roy West, Shrewsbury

A
A lot of fi sheries insist that anglers 
fi sh safe rigs where, in the event of 
your line breaking, the lead or feeder 

can fall off the line and there is no risk of a 
hooked fi sh towing around a load of trailing 
terminal tackle.

A fi xed lead is basically the opposite of this 

when the lead or feeder is trapped on the 
line and can’t break free. 

If you are unsure about your rig take a 
good look at it and ask yourself whether the 
components will be able to pull free if the 
line above the rig breaks. 

A lot of carp anglers talk about semi-
fi xed leads. This is where the lead is held in 
position on a lead clip or with rubber beads 
and there is enough resistance to create a 
bolt-effect, but when put under pressure 
the lead will still be able to break away from 
the rig.

The best way to avoid any confusion is to 
fi sh a running rig. These are simple to make 
and incredibly safe.

QI was in a tackle shop the 
other day and saw some clip-

on plummets. What are these 
used for?
Sam Young, via email

A
A clip-on plummet comes into play 
when you want to fi sh the pole with 
a rig set well overdepth, such as a 

lollipop-style fl at fl oat on rivers or for bream 
on lakes with big round-bodied fl oats.

Its spring-loaded jaws grip around a split 
shot on the rig before being lowered into the 
swim.

This enabless an accurate depth reading 
while having the hooklength and hook trailing 
below, set well overdepth laying on the river or 
lakebed. 

By clipping the plummet to a shot you can 
set the rig so that this 
shot rests ju t
the bottom f
maximum lev
of bite indicat
You can then s
how much line
being laid on th
bottom.

QI’ve been catching some good 
weights of carp this summer 

from a local commercial fi shing 
shallow and in the edge. But now 
the temperatures are starting to 
drop should I change my tactics?
Sam Hart, via Facebook

A
As the season progresses the chances 
of catching shallow or in close will 
become less likely. Fishing the long pole 

and fi ring hard pellets over the top is a much 
better way of nicking a few fi sh.

You don’t need masses of bait for this tactic 
and a pint of pellets should be enough for a 
fi ve-hour session. For bigger carp use 6mm 
pellets, but if you’re targeting F1s 4mm pellets 
are better. 

Feed on a little-and-often basis using a 
catapult to fi re out three pellets every 30 
seconds or so. This should be enough to draw 
the fi sh into your swim but not overfeed them. 
For hookbait simply use the same as you are 
feeding on a hair-rigged pellet band.

For the most sensitive set-up fi sh at dead 
depth. If a fi sh picks up the hookbait it will be 
registered straight away with either a slight 
rise of your fl oat or a sudden dip.

The long pole is 

more effective as 

temperatures drop

Most fi sheries insist 

that you use safe rigs in 

the event of breakages
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ruggling to hit
lift bites when fishing the

pole. Could my rig be to blame?
David Johnson, via Facebook

A
You’re best fi shing a simple bulked 
shotting pattern set close to the hook 
with a couple of smaller dropper 

shot spaced equally apart underneath. If 
you do get a lift bite from this set-up it will 
be caused by fi sh picking up the bait and 
actually dislodging that large bulk of shot, 

which means there’s a good chance you’ll
hook it on the strike.

If you’re after skimmers you could try 
something called the double bulk which is
two separate bulks of weight set close to the
hook. The fi rst and largest is closest to the
hook to get the bait down and cock the fl oat.

The second is much smaller, perhaps 
only made up of two or three No.10 shot. 
This normally sits just off bottom with the
hookbait and hooklength fi shed overdepth.
When a fi sh picks up the bait it will dislodge
this small bulk and the float will pop-up.

If a fi sh lifts the bait, 

the fl oat will rise - if 

it moves off sideways 

you may see the 

bristle tilt or go under
The fl oat is dotted 

down as normal but, 

when the bottom 

bulk of No.10s is 

dislodged, it pops up

The upper loading 

of shot weighs down 

the fl oat, the smaller 

bulk below acts a lift 

bite indicator

QIs it true that I shouldn’t use
halibut pellets when the

water temperatures start to 
drop?
Jake Dixon, Kent

A 
Yes, in cold weather halibut pellets, 
or any other type of pellet with a high 
oil content, should be avoided. Cold 

water causes the oil to congeal and this 
makes the pellets much harder for the carp to 
digest. If you wish to carry on feeding pellets 
throughout the winter try switching to a low-

  

A section of lobworm 

may be all you need

QWhat’s the best way to hook
casters? Whenever I try and

bury my hook inside the bait it 
always bursts!
Roger O’Sullivan, via email

A
It sounds like you’re using too thick 
a hook. First of all, use a sharp, fi ne-
wire hook that will feed through 

the caster without causing any damage 
– Kamasan B511s or a Preston Innovations 
PR434s are good examples. The hook must 
also be small enough to fi t inside the bait so 
ideally should be a size 20 or 18.

To hook a caster, puncture one end with 
the point of the hook and then slowly 
thread the bend and shank inside the shell, 
manoeuvering  the hook around and leaving 
just the whipping of the knot and the spade 
end peeking out of the top.

QI was fi shing lobworms for 
perch and kept getting lots 

of sharp taps on the tip of my rod 
but when I struck there was no 
fi sh attached and the end of my 
worm had been bitten off. How 
can I get more positive bites?
James Adams, Hampshire

A
It sounds like your bait is getting 
attacked by small perch which aren’t 
taking the entire hookbait. A hooked 

lobworm can actually be quite long when it’s 
fully extended in the water and the perch are 
probably biting the tail and not taking the hook 
in their mouths, which would explain all the 
indications you are getting. 

Rather than fi shing a whole lobworm on the 
hook just cut off the tail section and use that 
instead. If the problem still persists try a big 
bunch of maggots as an alternative.

When a fi sh takes 

the bait, it lifts the 

smaller bulk of shot 

and the fl oat will rise 

in the water
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QThe last time I fished a 
Method feeder I kept getting 

lots of little taps on the tip. Would 
these be caused by small fi sh or 
carp and should I strike at them 
all?
Mark Collins, via email

A
These taps are more than likely being 
caused by small fish such as roach, and 
should be ignored.

Even in winter, a carp bite will be a positive 

affair with a proper pull round on the tip. 
Patience is key – it’s extremely rare for carp to 
give a fi nicky bite on the Method feeder.

You may also get drop-back bites fi shing this 
way, normally caused by a fi sh moving the 
feeder back towards you or down the slope if 
you’re casting towards an island or far bank 
margin. If this happens reel in and recast as 
your bait won’t be in the right place. It’s also 
worth casting more regularly. The idea of the 
Method feeder is to get fi sh to investigate a 
ball of feed within minutes of it landing. If 
nothing happens in fi ve minutes, cast again.

Q I often hear carp anglers 
talking about high and 

low air pressure. Could you 
explain what effect it has on 
fi sh?
Jeff Melville, Corby

A
Air pressure has a number of 
effects on fi sh behaviour. During 
periods of high air pressure (over 

1,000mb) oxygen levels in the water 
drop causing carp to become lazy 
and lethargic and they often appear 
completely disinterested in feeding.

For this reason carp anglers aim to fi sh 
during periods of low air pressure (under 
1,000mb) when the weather is generally 
windy and rainy and the fi sh are more 
active.

Air pressure also has an impact at 
what depth of water the fi sh will sit 
at. When the pressure is high they will 
usually be found in the upper levels and 
tactics such as zig rigs will work well.

When the pressure is low the fi sh can 
be found much lower in the water and 
bottom baits are advisable.

There should be no 

mistaking a propper carp 

bite on the Method feeder

QI want to try fi shing for pike 
on one my local drains this 

winter. I was thinking of using 
lures but am unsure how long I 
should spend in an area? Also 
should I cast around the swim or 
focus on one area?
George Dennis, Cambridgeshire

A
If a pike is present then you should 
receive some sort of indication fairly 
quickly. As a general rule, though, 

provided the air and water temperatures aren’t 
too low, you can spend up to an hour in each 
swim.
   Casting to the same spot may eventually 
get some reward but pike can be laid up in the 
shallow margins or far banks of these drains 
or they could be patrolling where this shallow 
water meets the main depth.
   Try to cover as much water as you 

 g use of any cover 
  eedbeds, dying lilies or 

 Look for areas where 
l prey fi sh are shoaled 
p. As for lures try both 

ig and small ones that 
will cover the bottom 
of the water column.
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MORE AT WWW.PROLOGICFISHING.COM                       /PROLOGICFISHING
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WHY SOME SPECIES
FIGHT HARDER
THAN OTHERS?

HOT TOPIC: FIT TO FIGHT

Size, shape, muscle and environment all play their  
part in how fish react when we hook them

most likely because their senses are much 
more highly attuned to low-light conditions 
than ours, so using a combination of their 
eyesight and lateral line they are able to 
sense their surroundings in near-darkness 
and navigate without collision.  

Just as in humans who work out at the 
gym, fish that live in extreme environments 
can become conditioned to having a greater 
muscle mass and be able to swim faster for 
longer. So a fish that lives its whole life in a 
fast-flowing river is likely to fight a little 
harder than one that lives in a slower 
flowing environment. 

We must also take into account that fish 
in rivers will often use the current to their 
advantage and this can also make it seem 
that they are fighting harder when in fact 
we are battling the current, plus the fish, as 
it is washed downstream.

So, pound for pound, which species of 
coarse fish stands out as the hardest 
fighter? Opinions may be split, but barbel 
have a good case for being crowned kings of 
endurance. Their sleek shape, ability to hug 
the riverbed and make good use of the flow, 
plus their extensive white muscle gives 
them the perfect attributes to fight hard.

Some would argue that it’s a close call 
between carp and barbel, and indeed this is 
another species with great endurance 
strength. The broader shape of a carp also 
gives them a slight advantage, enabling 
them to hold an even balance more 
e�ectively than many deeper species. 

At the bottom of the league table 
languishes the common bream. With a 
high-backed shape that enables them to be 
put o�-balance easily and less muscle 
tissue for their size than other species they 
are never going to be the hardest of fighters.

Can we explain those individual fish that 
fight so much harder than their 
shoalmates? We can only guess that they 
are slightly fitter, or perhaps have the 
demeanor that makes them fight hard. 
Whatever the cause, they’ll give 
us a battle to remember.

Most coarse fish come somewhere in the 
middle between the super-endurance of 
some sea fish and the explosive power of 
some predators. Their lives mean that they 
need to be on the move almost constantly, 
but only need a small amount of white 
muscle to help them evade predators. 

River fish tend to be much better 
endurance athletes than stillwater species, 
while those that lead a more sedentary 
lifestyle, such as bream, require less muscle 
tissue than their more active counterparts.

Because fish are cold-blooded the water 
temperature also greatly influences how 
hard and long they will fight. As a general 
rule, the lower the temperature the less fish 
will fight, because their muscles work less 
e�ectively in the cold. However, cold-water 
species such as grayling are able to 
maintain their speed and endurance even 
when the water temperature is very low, 
thanks to their metabolic rate being better 
suited to these conditions.

Interestingly, most coarse fish do not tend 
to fight any less hard at night, even though 
we might imagine that they would slow 
down to avoid bumping into things! This is 

W
E’VE all had an epic battle that 
convinces you that you must be 
attached to the fish of a lifetime 
– only to be deflated when it 

turns out to be a creature only half the size 
of what you expected. Why is it, though, 
that some species or individuals fight 
harder than others? Is there a scientific 
explanation for it?

A great deal of research has been carried 
out on the behaviour of many species. From 
studies looking at the ability of young fish 
to withstand being washed away in floods 
to the burst speed of tuna, scientists have 
long had a fascination with how fish are 
able to swim.

Fish have two main muscle types – red 
and white – that power their swimming 
ability. These names really describe the 
amount of blood that flows through them, 
with the red cells that carry oxygen being 
much more prevalent in red muscle tissue.

With its high blood flow red muscle is 
used for sustained swimming, such as 
holding position against a current or 
moving around to feed. In fish that are 
constantly on the move, such as salmon, 
tuna and other pelagic sea fish, the red 
muscle tissue is packed in giving the fish 
great endurance and enabling them to 
maintain a high cruising speed for hours at
a time. Fish with a preponderance of red
muscle tend to fight incredibly hard and are
able to go on long runs without becoming
excessively tired.

At the other end of the spectrum, fish that
ambush their prey tend to have a higher
ratio of white muscle to red muscle. White
muscle gives a much shorter burst of all-
out speed, enabling a predator to make a
dash of only a few metres at full pelt, to 
outpace their prey. While white muscle is
great for all-out speed, because it doesn’t
contain such a rich supply of blood vessels
it does run out of steam quickly. It’s for this
reason that pike, which have more white
muscle, tend to give short explosive fights
rather than long sustained runs.

Pike are loaded with 

white muscle but they 

soon run out of steam
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“White muscle gives a much shorter burst of 
all-out speed, enabling a predator to make a dash of  

only a few metres at full pelt outpacing prey”

Carp and barbel 

are nearly always 

up for a  big battle
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Anyway, we already have plenty of top-class
men on this island who target winter pike
and zander, so what need could we have for
yet another method of catching predators?

Oh dear! I hold my hands up, how wrong
could I have been! Since my e l d
shotting and light lure excurs
along the banks of the picture
Oxford Canal in search of per
zander, I have to admit that it
I would have thought possibl

Plus, it is also very good for y
as you wander for miles along
casting into any likely looking

These days, my approach to
fishing has become ever more
I find myself actively looking
unfished water in town centr
any urban settings.

Travelling light lends itself t
for a quick chuck, and doesn’t
of room in the car. If you take
town for shopping, and there
back-water in the car park yo
little dabble. It really is that e
you don’t need to invest in loa
expensive kit.

Which brings me nicely to t
new Black Savage Drop Shot
rod. It has everything and
more that you could want
from a light lure tool. Firstly,
though, allow me to reveal its
price, which at £59.99 puts
it squarely in the mid-price
category for light lure/
drop shot rods. Although

LIVE TEST

Urban locations offer the

ideal opportunity to whip

out a drop shot rod

Travelling light

means you can drop

shot anywhere
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called I would imagine, as it has a marble
e�ect abbreviated black handle, all black ‘old
school’ stand-o� single leg lined guides, and
special non-flash stealth fighter matt-black
paint job.
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     s also 

    mfy to use for long 
   harp in the cast, the 

   of tactile feel and 
 ng even the smallest 

     noticeable.          

 

there are cheaper drop shot rods available, 
it’s always worth spending that extra few 
quid, as you’re looking for lightness and 
crispness in the hand. And this rod has both 
in spades. These niceties are only achievable 
when the blank has been constructed using 
a more expensive high modular carbon 
cloth, which in this rod’s instance means it 
weighs at measly 95g (3.3 ounces) making it 
comfortable to hold for very long periods. To 

get the best from it, the rod needs to 
be paired with a small-bodied 

lightweight reel. 
The 7ft 4in two-piece 

Black Savage rod, so-

Drop shotting near 

structures is  often 

productive

The abbreviat   

handle feature   

unique and sty  

marble effect

 sensitive tip is 

ect for use with 

 s  of around 2g

The lightweight 

blank makes the 

rod comfortable 

to hold for long 

periods 
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Drop shot
OKUMA CEYMAR 
C-10 REEL
Price: £44.99

Small reels with an a� ordable price tag 
are sure to be much sought this autumn 
after for all light lure, jig and drop shot 
methods, and this superb new Okuma 
Ceymar C-10 model looks and performs 
as good as anything we have seen. 
The tiny’ palm of your hand’ model, 
boasts an impressive set of credentials 
including seven bearings, multi-disc, 
oiled felt front drag system, precision 
machine-cut brass pinion gear, a heavy 
duty solid aluminium bail arm wire, 

and narrow blade body design
reduced fatigue. It also comes
1-year warranty. 

Our tackle editor recently ha
opportunity to use this reel fo
drop shot and jig session, and
reported that even when load
with gossamer thin 8lb braide
mainline it proved an exceptio
bit of kit. 
   Its faultless operation makes
a joy to use plus its tiny size,
matched with its lightweight g
construction, adds almost not
to the rod’s weight, making lo
sessions with constant casting
painless and comfy task.
❚ www.okumafi shing.com

E-SOX DROP SHOT HOLOGRAPHIC LURES
Price:£3.45

These Holographic lures are ideal for perch, zander, pike
and predatory species.

The 4.5cm Micro Fry and 7.5cm Big Eye Fry sizes are
both available in Split Tail and Paddle Tail designs and
four proven fi sh-catching colours.

Split Tail lures have a super sensitive tail section
capable of sending lots of vibration through the water.
Paddle Tails have an excellent swimming action that is
designed to simulate a distressed prey fi sh.

Both designs work exceptionally well with modern
drop shotting tactics and are equally e� ective when
fi shed with small weighted jig heads and bounced acro
the bottom. 

They are supplied in resealable packets of fi ve in Gre
Perch, Bronze Gold, Orange Flash and Silver Red.
❚ www.drennantackle.com

an rop s o oo a rea
ed. They each feature a Gold

r Micro Fry, a Salt N Pepper Mini
Hot Olive Micro Tiddler Fast and

 on Tiger Micro Tiddler. All lures
 fused with real fi sh oil.

re are two options of kit available.
 omes with 1.3m of 8lb mono, 5g 

t and a size 4 hook and the other 
 f 10lb mono, 7g weight and a size

 k.
 r e.com

RAPALA SLING BAG
Price: £30.25 

Designed with mobile anglers
in mind, this sling bag features
waistband and single adjustabl
padded shoulder strap.

It features two zipped pocket
containing a plastic lure box, a
also opens forward as a work tr
giving quick and easy access to
range of accessories.

The bag is well constructed fr
tough, waterproof 600D fabric.
❚ www.rapala.fi shing 
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weights, drop shot kits

make the tactic even

RRP:£3.45

These drop shot hooks are designed for
primarily targeting perch. 

The micro-barbed pattern is made from 
super high carbon steel of the perfect wire 
gauge to present soft lures and worms.

The wide gape and super sharp needle point 
combine with an out-turned eye to ensure they 
sit perfectly on the leader and increase h
up rates. They will cover a r     
4cm (1 5i )  m (4in) and ar  

      in packs of 10.

NAPPER DROP SHOT
ARBON

RRP: £5.99

This superb reel and hooklength material has been
carefully chosen to o� er maximum knot strength.

Its non-kink formula beds down beautifully 
when wound on to a reel spool, and its non-glare 
fi nish makes it invisible to fi sh, making it the 
perfect leader material for light lure fi shing in 
clear water. 

Available in 6lb, 8lb and 10lb breaking strains.
❚ www.korum.co.uk 

SAVAGE G HD4 BRAID
RRP:£19.99

The team at Savage Gear have spent hours testing this braid to ensure it 
achieves the ultimate performance in terms of casting and durability. Woven 
from the highest quality PE fi bres with an especially designed Tight Pitch that 
ensures a round profi le with a ridged surface and minimal torque which results 
in less wind knots.
Zero stretch makes bite indication easy and the enhanced knot strength means 
you won’t have to worry about your mainline letting you down.
❚ www.savage-gear.com 

DROP SHOT KITS
RRP:£4.50

per Drop Shot Kits come
    get three 5cm or 7cm 

 e spin style hooks and
  p shot weights. There

  7cm Drop Shot Mix
    
 

FOX RAGE TORQUE BRAID
RRP: 150m £6.99, bulk spool £49.99

A braided mainline is essential when drop 
shotting. Its low diameter enables better 
casting of light lures as it creates less friction 
through the rod rings. As braid has zero stretch 
you can impart movement into the lure with 
the smallest of twitches of the rod.

This bright yellow budget-priced reel 
line aids bite detection and has a good knot 
strength. It comes in 150m and 1500m bulk 
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Richard Grange is the Features Editor on IYCF’s sister title Angling Times. He loves nothing more than sacking up on silvers
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py y
streams crystal clear images. Pretty
much everything you could ask for from
an underwater camera! Get ready to go
beneath the surface like never before.

I LOVE fishing, and I love a gadget. So 
anything that combines the two is a winner 
in my eyes.

I’m sure some purists will claim
underwater cameras are cheating but 
whether you agree with them or not they are
becoming increasingly common. 
   The latest is the FishSpy marker fl oat/
underwater camera.  The camera points
down to the lakebed from the bottom 
of the fl oat to open up a window on the
underwater world. 

The videos can be beamed back to your
smartphone once the fl oat rises to the 
surface and there’s a range of up to 100
metres. Fish Spy has a three-hour battery
life and can record up to seven hours of
footage  It generates its own Wi Fi signal

     
       

FISHSPY MARKER FLOAT/
UNDERWATER CAMERA 
RRP £249.95

Floating cloak-and-dagger device spies on fish activity beneath and
beams the videos back to your smartphone. Whatever next?

Camera disguised 
as a marker float!

Foamy extra 

bouyancy 

aid

FishSpy Boom

Range Extender 

phone case

“Videos can 
be beamed 

directly 
back to your 
smartphone”
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REVEALED

New Ge
GURU MINI PELLET

FEEDER 24G

RRP:£2.49

The new feeders are

packed with features

Based on the same cutting-edge technology th
Guru’s range of Hybrid Feeders a huge hit thi
these new Mini Pellet Feeders boast a super c
with the weight built into the body of the feed
excellent casting and hooking properties.

The durable camo paint finish blends into an
the flared design enables easy loading and qui
scent into the water. Slots in the top of the fee
as seen on the Hybrid range,enable the water
start breaking down quickly after casting.
  

GREYS FREE FLOW 

RIVER KEEPNET

RRP:£34.99

The Greys keepnets
feature rubber corner
protectors to prevent

damage when fishing over
rocky margins or in windy
conditions when your net

to rocks to and fro in the
water resulting in wear to

the corners.
The free flow mesh is

not only an advantage in
flowing water but is also

great in windy waters.
Anyone who has used

a keepnet with a micro
mesh design in these

conditions will be
aware that the net can

be prone to lifting
– something you

won’t have to worry
about with these.

❚ www.coarse.
greysfishing.com

CLEARWATER ANGLING SOLUTIONS FLOATS

RRP:From£2.25

River fishing fans should take a look at these British-made
floats from new tackle firm Clearwater Angling Solutions.
There are four balsa patterns in a range of sizes to cover most
running water situations – Avon, Speci Waggler, Flyer Waggler
and Chubber. The floats are available from a range of UK tackle
shops but you can also buy direct by emailing:
❚ info@clearwaterangling.co.uk

DINSMORES GRIPPA STYX

RRP:£6.99

Dinsmores has added these larger AAA to No6
brown and green Grippa Styx
to its popular non-toxic
range of weights. Grippa
Styx come in two choices
of five size multi-dispenser
units – heavy and light.
❚ www.dinsmores.co.uk



   

   

  

DYNAMITE BAITS SWIM STIM MATCH MINIS

RRP:£3.99

Ideal hookbaits with Method feeders, these Swim Stim Match Minis
from come in both boilie and dumbell forms. With just the right
texture for use with bait bands, hair-rigging or bayonet fixing they
come in 7mm and 9mm sizes with Betaine Yellow, White Amino and
Antarctic Krill flavours and colours. ❚ www.dynamitebaits.com

THE SCALES DON’T LIE

RRP: £29.99

Terry Knight is one of angling’s 
great characters, and this very 
detailed and well-documented 
book is a celebration of a 
remarkable fi shing career which 
has spanned more than six 
decades.

A leading light in the predator 
world, Terry can boast of 
catching one of the largest pike 
ever.

This book is a great read, 
with chapters covering famous 
waters such as Loch Lomond 
and Blithfi eld.
❚ www.mes-marine.co.uk 

   

  

Maver s ultra-soft, rou  p   
strand reel braid has exceptional 
abrasion resistance and knot strength.
Hard to see in water, Profi le 8 Braid’s 
zero stretch factor makes it perfect for 
spotting shy bites at range. Available 
on 150m spools in 0.10mm and 
0 12mm  ❚ www maver co uk 

   

  

 

        
         

          
         

has a teardrop handle to p     
hand and give greater accuracy.

Sculpted fi nger grips add to the comfort and 
control, while wide elastic connections give 

improved elastic fl ow through the frame and 
reduce tangles.

The deep, conical multi-purpose pouch is made 
from a non-tear material, with a robust non-slip 

thumb and forefi nger grip that’s easier to use with 
wet or cold hands. The catty is ideal for all manner 

of baits including boilies, pellets and particles.
❚ www.foxint.com 

Quality Angling Holidays & Static Caravans For Sale

FabulousCaravansFOR SALE
Lakeside Positions

Available NOW!

Near: Lincoln & The Lincolnshire Coast   Telephone: 01522 778717  www.lowfields-retreat.co.uk

� Exclusive Private Fishing

� Tranquil & Peaceful

� 8 Picturesque Fishing Lakes

� Amazing Wildlife

� Quality Holiday Homes For Sale

� 5 STAR Accommodation 

� Superb Countryside Walks

� Your Perfect Fishing Retreat

� Pets Welcome
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Happy days
I read the letter from P.Bullinger (about swan 
quills) in edition 302 with some interest as it 
took me back to my early teens.

My cousin and I loved our fishing and the 
Lancaster Canal near Stainton in Cumbria 
was our stomping ground. Every opportunity 
we had the rods were lashed to the crossbars, 
sarnies and bottle of pop in the rucksack and 
we’d ride the five miles to the canal. Out at the 
crack of dawn, home as the light went.

We occasionally stopped to check out the odd 
dead hedgehog for any maggots to go in the 
bait tub, along with the worms obtained from 
the farmer's manure heap in our village.

I had a cane float rod bought from a catalogue 
(2/6 a week) and my cousin had a greenheart 
boat rod which would have done him justice on 
a boat off Whitby!

On this particular day we had set up in one 
of the turning bays and were fishing worms 
towards the big reeds some 25 yards out. Like 
Mr Bullinger, our floats were large swan quills 
which we had found, taken home, trimmed 
down and weighted with fuse wire with a paper 
clip for the line to pass through. This gave 
them significant weight for casting too!

After a time my cousins float started to dip, 
then move from side to side, then stop still. The 
process would then begin again and stop. We 
both knew what this was – an eel. 

“Next time it dips, I’m going to hit it,” he said.
And hit it he did. The greenheart rod 
developed a severe bend as something solid 
took hold at the business end. Suddenly the 
head of a huge eel emerged from the water 
with the hook firmly in its mouth. It’s tail 
wrapped around the reeds, we now had a stand 
off. Rod bent right over, hook set solidly, line 
taught like a bow string with just the swan 
quill float between him and the hooked eel. 
Something had to give. And it did.

With a crack like a pistol shot, the hook 
snapped off and suddenly my mate is faced by a 
9in missile travelling toward him at high speed. 
He threw himself to the bank as the float 
arrowed past his head and ended up behind 
in a field! We both looked at each other quite 
stunned. The eel was not seen again and the 
float was retrieved after a scramble through 
the hedge. Being almost indestructible, it was 
soon back in use.

Happy days may be an over-used expression 
now, but they were...
Steve Sharpe, Natland, Kendal, Cumbria

Fixed leads disgusting
I am appalled by your so-called experts 
recommending fixed lead rigs tied directly to a 

Fishing's just a big gamble

In association with

Me and my friend visited a fishery that allowed us to park right by
our swim; convenient. “Now we can sit in the car and just listen out
for the alarms and watch Youtube videos of dancing cats, and if it
gets a bit nippy you can put your heaters on,” said my friend.

“It’s 20 degrees,” I said, but he wasn’t listening. He set up and
went back to the car, got out his tablet, plugged himself in, and
played online roulette. The fool wouldn’t even hear his bite alarms.

He stayed in the car and I sat on the bank. There was an early mist
over the water. The carp were splashing and throwing themselves
about. Ducks glided smoothly and then went under for food, their
behinds pointing upwards in feathery elegance. I turned to my
companion in the car to see if he was witnessing this moment.

He was nodding to his beats, the car bouncing up and down. He
shouted to me: “I’m up fifty quid!” “Very impressive,” I called back.

Another angler came up and said: “Is he gonna do any fishing?”
“Don’t worry,” I explained. “He’s a master. He can combine fishing,
motoring, music and still lose a ton of cash gambling all at once.”
The guy shook his head, spat, and walked off.

We caught nothing so we set off but my friend steered the car a
little too hard and fast on a corner and we found ourselves sliding
sidewards towards the water.

The anglers seemed startled by the sight of our vehicle sliding
down the bank towards them. They got up but in the panic lost
their footing and fell into the water. Luckily, my friend managed
to find some traction. We churned up a sizeable amount of mud,
which splattered up some young boy’s bivvy, but we made it out.

As the fishing folk pursued us out of the fishery, my friend handed
me his tablet and said: “Whatever you do, keep betting on the red.
I’m feeling a powerful surge of luck today!”

I looked into his mad face and knew he was right: fishing is the
same as gambling!
David McMullan, via email

MIDDY sponsors our letters pages and the author of the Star Letter
gets the choice of a Middy 4GS Micro Muscle Waggler or Micro Muscle
Feeder. Second prize is a Pellet Waggler set worth £10.99

READER POLL

We asked fans of the 

IYCF Facebook page the 

following question:

What’s your favourite 

bait for a big perch?

Worms – 56%

Livebait – 25%

Maggots – 12%

Prawns – 7%

JOIN THE 
DEBATE!

www.facebook.com/
iycfmag

STARLETTER

56%

25%

12%

7%
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barbed hook. It’s a disgusting way of fishing, banned
on every pond I ever fish, and quite rightly so.

You should recommend a running lead rig to
a barbless hook with a granny knot three inches
above the hook in case of a breakage. And if you
need to put bait on the bottom, try a baitdropper,
like all good barbel anglers do!

And do you really believe it’s a good thing to 
encourage anyone to wade chest-deep into a weir
pool and fish for barbel? Think of the possible
outcome if some youngsters tried it.
Keith Marsh, York

Pole feeder problems
The use of a feeder in pole fishing is not a new 
phenomenon as I once used it myself a few years 
ago, but Adam Rooney (Issue 303) does not tell of
the horror stories associated with its use. 

Yes, it does work and indeed works very well –
until you get a foul-hooked carp. Most of the time
the result would be a hook-pull at the bottoming 
out of the elastic only to have the pole float smashed
at the pole top. But just imagine what would 
happen to your top 2 kit when 25g of feeder hits it at
100mph, as has happened to me.

Also, from a personal protection point of view 
imagine the same feeder coming at you face on! 
More than likely a trip to the nearest A&E! 

I for one have stopped using this method as I do
not wish to fish wearing a full face crash helmet and
a stab vest! Those that do have now been warned.

You may be okay catching pasties but the next dip
of the float could be the one Jurassic carp that is 
foul-hooked then you may find out just what I am
writing about.

IYCF is still a great read – keep it up
Dennis Diggins, Ireland

Clawford open for business
I have just fished the autumn mini festival at 
Clawford Fishery, which is near Holsworthy in
Devon. 

There seems to be some confusion regarding
whether the fishery is open or not. I can assure
everyone that Clawford is fully open with two 
festivals planned for next year and open matches

Commercials develop skill
I used to steer clear of those super commercial 
hook-a-duck fisheries where there was always 
six foot of fish crammed into five foot of water, 
but I now look at them in a different frame of 
mind.

I’m no matchman and frankly inclined to be 
a little lazy, setting up a pole and usually fishing 
in the same swim in the same way on the same 
water and getting similar results on most 
occasions. But I always enjoy myself and am 
delighted with what I catch.

However, on a recent visit to a super 
commercial it transpired that little or no skill 
was required to catch. I was hooking 4lb-5lb 
at regular intervals. Great for the first hour
and much more action than I am used to but I 
gradually began to wonder what was the point 
of it all.

And then it hit me. Why not see if I could catch 
such cooperative fish on other tactics. Away 

went the pole and out came the
feeder.

This worked whether loaded with
pellets or groundbait and hookbaits
of corn or casters but at a similar catch rate as
before. Perhaps they wanted a moving bait, even
on a lake?

Out came the waggler and casting to the
middle and far bank both produced results
fished at dead depth. But it got even busier
when I shallowed up just off bottom and let the
tow trail the hookbait through.

It went crackers and I must have caught 40lb
of carp in less than an hour. Bonkers!

The point is that such a well (over?) stocked
venue enabled me to test what tactics worked
best on the day and I wouldn’t have known if
there were too few fish to catch.

So now I’m much less snooty about such
places because they have helped me to become
a better angler.
David Carter, Hull, East Yorkshire

RETWEETS

Competition winners
ISSUE 302, KORUM CARP KITS:
Stephen Livett, Verwood;
Michael Martin, St Helens;
Derek Slack, Bridlington.

2nd
PRIZE

Dan Eason @vokeydan

Love the fact we are World Champions!!! 

Carp Team England doing us proud @

Hughesycarper & Co

Ed McDermott @edmcdermott12

England has fi nally won a World Cup! 

Yes the carp fi shing world cup. Well done 

Team England #CarpFishing

Alex Lister AvidCarp @RHFisheries

Massive congrats to Carp Team England!! 

Carpers showing their support!!! 

#teamengland #gold

Ozz Buchan @ozzbuchan

It’s GOLD! Massive congrats to @

Hughesycarper and the rest of Carp Team 

England. U did us proud lads :-D

every month. 
As always we found the fishing, facilities and 

accommodation first class. The seventeen lakes 
are set in stunning countryside, so if anyone 
wants a peaceful break, be it for pleasure or 
match fishing, this is the place to head for.
Clive Jones, Andover
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George Hunt 7lb grass carp – 
Woodside Fishery, Shropshire

Alan Palmer 15lb 2oz pike –
Wroxham Broad, Norfolk

Emma Northwood 6lb 5oz bream – 
Woodland Waters, Grantham, Lincolnshire

E
ACH month we o�er you the chance
to win great prizes for your catch
shots. Just send them in, and if they
meet a certain weight (see table) you

will receive a Mission Accomplished badge.
Also on o� er is a Specimen badge, awarded

for the capture of larger fi sh. That’s not all
– each month one reader will be awarded the
fi rst prize of a selection of Daiwa tackle worth
£500 (carp or coarse, the winner chooses),
while the runner-up will receive £250 worth
of tackle. To enter, either email us the photo,
plus full details, to daiwamission@
bauermedia.co.uk, visit the website (www.
iycf.co.uk) or complete the entry form and
post it to: Daiwa Mission, IYCF, Media House,
Lynchwood, Peterborough, Cambs, PE2 6EA.

CARP
KIT WORTH

£500

1st Prize nd

CARP
KIT WORTH

£250

COARSE 
KIT WORTH

£500

COARSE
KIT WORTH

£250

THE PRIZES  Winners choose between a carp or coarse prize

Barbel 4lb+ Barbel Specimen: 8lb+

Chub: 3lb+ Chub Specimen: 5lb+

Perch: 1lb+ Perch Specimen: 2lb+

Roach: 6lb+ bag Roach Specimen: 1lb 8oz+

Tench: 4lb+ Tench Specimen: 6lb+

Bream: 4lb+ Bream Specimen: 7lb 

Pike: 10lb+ Pike Specimen: 15lb+

Carp: 5lb-15lb Carp Specimen: 15lb+

Your Mission targets

In association with
MISSION 

Dave Bennion 8lb 9oz bream – 
River Ribble, Preston, Lancashire

Dave Preston 4lb 15oz chub –  
Bluebell Lakes, Tansor, Northamptonshire

Your catches
Land a fi sh, send us the picture and you could win a Daiwa
Mission Accomplished badge, plus a share of £750 in tackle!

Adam Bedborough 10lb 7oz common carp 
– Canons Ashby, Northamptonshire



James Seale-Finch 7lb 10lb chub –
River Severn, Shrewsbury, Shropshire

Karl Glease 3lb 12oz perch –
Pitsford Reservoir, Northamptonshire

Iain McDonald 6lb 4oz chub –
River Thames tributary

Michael Wade 9lb 2oz barbel –
River Swale, North Yorkshire

Mason Mathoon 9lb 8oz carp –
Lings Pond, Chesterfield, Derbyshire

John Lam 9lb 4oz barbel –
River Trent, Kelham, Nottinghamshire

Your catches

Steven Murphy 5lb 8oz common carp –
Broomhill Coarse Fishery, Ayrshire

Joshua King 1lb 9oz roach –
Ladygrove Lakes, Didcot, Oxfordshire

Luke Exley common carp –
Warford Fishery, Cheshire

Species..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Weight of catch...........................................................................................................................................................................

Your name & age ..............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Address........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................Postcode....................................................................................................

Home Tel.................................................................................................................................................................................................................

*Mobile Tel......................................................................................................................................................................................................

*Email ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Venue fished. ..........................................................................................................................................................................................

Town/county...........................................................................................................................................................................................

I enclose a photograph of my catch
and witness details, along with a
stamped SAE. One badge per form only.

For full competition terms and conditions please go
to www.bauerlegal.co.uk/competition-terms.html
*Please enter this information so that Bauer
Media Group can keep you up to date by email and
free mobile messaging with fantastic offers and
promotions. We promise that you can unsubscribe
at any time if you don't find them interesting and
you'll only get messages about things that we've
chosen especially for you from ourselves and our
network of partners whose products and services
with think you'll enjoy.
We have special offers and promotions that we
think you'll enjoy but if you'd rather not hear from
us please tick for post or phone and if you
would prefer not to hear from our partners tick here
for post or phone . For our Privacy Policy visit 
www.bauerdatapromise.co.uk. Bauer Media Group 
consists of Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Bauer Radio 
Ltd and H Bauer Publishing Ltd.

NOTE: We cannot be held responsible for lost or damaged photos.

ENTRY FORM2nd
PRIZE

1st
PRIZE
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Crooked Lines
“This year’s 
must read 
Ƃ�UJKPI�DQQM�q

What have Britain’s
Ü�ÀÃÌ�w�Ã���}�Û>�] >
lost carp lake and
a man born with
ÌÜi�Ûi�w��}iÀÃ�}�Ì ��
common? All feature
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exclusive artwork
and adventures
from Somerset 
to the streets of
�>��>ÌÌ>�]�Ì��Ã
�Ã�w�Ã���}�ÜÀ�ÌiÀ�
Dominic Garnett at
his anarchic best.

 “Sharp, witty and bloody well written. Has that rare ability to 
capture the magic of the sport.”
- Angling Times 

“Absolute Rubbish” - Bob Nudd 

#XCKNCDNG�VJKU�0QXGODGT�HTQO
YYY�FIƂ�UJKPI�EQ�WM�CPF
YYY�COC\QP�EQ�WM�

£9.99 
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LONSDALE PARK
5 lakes set in the beautiful

Cumbrian Countryside. SSSI status

Visit www.lonsdalepark.co.uk
or tel: 01228 562655 or 07770 825896

Open exclusively to residents.

NO DAY ANGLERS
With � ve lakes to choose from Lonsdale 
Park appeals to all types 
of angler. A range of 
accommodation from 
mobile homes to lakeside 
cottages & lodges all 
with designated private 
pegs. Fish for Specimen 
Carp, Tench, Roach, Pike, 
Perch, Cat� sh & Chub whilst 
enjoying the surroundings 
of our SSSI (Site of Special 
Scienti� c Interest).

● Well stocked, 
competitively priced 
tackle shop.

● Fishmobility buggies available to hire.

● Ideal for visiting the Lakes & Scottish Borders.

● Short Breaks may be available - call for details.

CALL 

FOR DETAILS 

OF SHORT 

BREAKS & LATE 

AVAILABILITY
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BE BRAVE 
WITH 

BOILIES
Carp love boilies and Korda’s Dave Levy wants to take full 

advantage of that, especially with autumn now well upon us. 
Here’s his masterclass on exactly how he uses them...

Words Dave Levy Photography Elliot Gray

Location
Location is always the most important 
part of any type of angling. It can’t be 
stressed enough – if you’re not on ‘em, 
you can’t catch ‘em. Make sure that you 
spend plenty of time studying the water; 
trees offer a great vantage point to watch 
from. During autumn it is quite common 
for carp to start showing during the hours 
of darkness, so listen out carefully too.

A high vantage point 

will make spotting 

carp easier
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Be brave with boilies

Always prebait
Prebaiting pays a huge part in my success and it’s
something I had always tried on every venue I
fished. Providing that rules permit, I will find
good spots using the marker float and then
deposit a helping of bait over them. Once I have
baited I will leave the bait to do its thing for a
couple of days and then return. The idea is that
the fish get a free meal, and then return for more
once my rigs are in position, none the wiser.

Throwing stick
The throwing stick is an incredible tool, not only
because it enables you to bait up with boilies at

relatively long range, with little disturbance, but
the baiting scenario it can create is ideal for
catching carp. The throwing stick generally
produces quite a spread of bait and when the
carp are feeding over a wide spread of boilies
they become much easier to catch. Carp that are
moving between mouthfuls are among the
easiest carp to target, as the speed they move
with makes hooking them much easier.

Use the right bait
Use a bait that you can trust and make sure
that you’re using the right bait for the time of
year. I use the Cell for the majority of the year,
but throughout summer and autumn I will also

Cut them in two
Halved baits are now a firm favourite
of mine and I use them a lot. Not only
are they a bit different to the norm
but they’re so much easier to prepare
following the launch of the Kutter.
There’s no excuse not to use them. I
use them in a variety of situations
but they can be particularly effective
when scatted over light weed.

Use the chod rig
The chod rig is right up there with the
most effective rigs in carping history, and
it’s the perfect boilie rig. There’s so much
you can do with the chod rig but by far its
greatest advantage is that you can cast
it almost anywhere, confident that it will
present itself effectively. Tie plenty of rigs,
keep mobile and cast regularly at showing
fish and I can assure you that you’ll catch
plenty of carp.

Chod rigs are one of the best boilie set-ups

Halved boilies are 

great for baiting 

areas of light weed

Choosing the right 

type of boile for the 

time of year is crucial
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introduce some fishmeal baits with a higher oil
content, such as Activ-8. If I had to pick one bait
for use all year round, it would certainly be the
Cell, working equally well in summer as it does 
winter. As we pass from autumn into winter it’s 
important to use a boilie that is low in oil. Too 
much oil makes the bait hard to digest which can 
slow down the rate at which carp feed, and we 
don’t want that!

Spombs away!
If ever I want to introduce a large amount of 
boilies then there’s only one tool for the job. The 
Spomb not only enables me to get plenty of bait 
out in short order but it also ensures that no bait 
is spilt between the bank and the spot I’m baiting.
There are no other baiting tools that can
guarantee the accuracy while eliminating the
chance distributing any rogue baits. This makes
for a smoother, neater operation.

Bright baits are best
Hi-Viz hookbaits are an absolute winner. These
baits have so many different and very effective
uses but the obvious one is how easy they are
for carp to spot. I often use bright hookbaits as
singles during winter and spring when carp are
looking for an easy meal. During summer and
autumn I will often tip my boilie hookbaits with
them to form a snowman presentation, or even
fi sh them on their own, straight over a bed of bait.
The idea is simple, however you use them; they’re
there to scream ‘eat me’ to any carp that might
cross their path.

Beaked hooks
I use beaked pointed hooks for nearly all of my
boilie fishing – generally Wide Gape or Choddy
patterns. Over the years I have struggled to find
hooks that are as effective as these two. I like a
beaked point because it stays put once a fish is
hooked, and although straight points might get
you a few extra bites here and there, I want to
make sure I land as many as I possible can.
Straight-pointed hooks always seem a little more
prone to hook-pulls. A lot of my bottom bait
fishing is done on clean gravel areas, and in this
scenario you can’t beat beaked points, which
tend to last much longer without going blunt.

Stiff hooklinks
Stiff hooklink materials are another favourite and
although I will always have some kind of hinge or
supple point in the rig, their general make-up is of
stiff products. These serve several purposes.
Firstly, they very rarely tangle, which is an
obvious bonus. They are also hard for fish to eject
so there’s a pretty high probability that a biting

fish will get hooked. Stiff materials also enable 
your rigs to reset, so in the unfortunate case of a 
fish picking up and ejecting your rig, you know it 
will land in a position capable of hooking the next 
carp that picks it up again. You will notice that my 
rigs kick away from the lead after the cast too.
These are all extremely important factors for any 
rig, not just my boilie set-ups.

Hinged stiff-rig
The hinged stiff-rig has always has been a superb 
catcher of carp and, for an all-round boilie rig, I 
don’t think you can beat it. The rig will present
well over almost any form of lakebed, the hook-
holds it produces are out of this world, and it’s
big-fish selective, what more could you want?
This rig is suited perfectly to silt fishing often
harvested by carp during autumn. Flick one of
these out bubbling or showing fish and I’m sure it 
will produce the goods.

The stringer has caught Dave hundreds of carp over the years. It’s a fantastic one-
bite tactic, perfectly suited to casting at showing fish. If you are applying your
boilie to the water, then the stringer method will become ever more effective as 
fi sh familiarise themselves with your bait. If you are baiting an area, then putting 
out a couple of stringers a few days later can also be a very effective tactic.

 

 

Spombs make baiting up a quick and easy task

Stiff materials will result in more hooked fi sh
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A classic set-up for balanced or bottom baits, especially in autumn

itional 
bi rig

RIG OF THE MONTH

How to tie the Albright knot to link two materials

Double up the flurocarbon section and poke the

braid through from the back of the loop

1

Begin to wrap the braid over and around the

doubled-up section of fluorocarbon

2

Wrap the braid around the fluorocarbon at least 

six to eight times to form a secure grip

3

LEAD CHOICE
We’ve opted for an

inline set-up here,

but this rig works

with all types of lead

arrangement

SWIVEL KNOT
Fluorocarbon can be a little

tricky to knot securely, but a

simple figure-of-eight loop knot 

is perfect for attaching it to a

swivel or quick-change clip
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Bring the tag end of the braid back through the 

original fl uorocarbon loop from front to back

4

Take a pair of scissors and carefully trim the 

tag ends of both materials

5

A tiny blob of tungsten putty will conceal the 

knot and add useful weight to the rig

6

HIS is a classic rig, but that certainly doesn’t  

mean it’s outdated. In fact, the popularity of 

modern coated braids can be directly 

attributed to this set-up. 

This is the original concept of a stiff ‘boom’ and a 

supple, fl exible section near the hook. Of course, by 

removing the outer material from coated braids you 

can create something similar, but this version is more 

adaptable. Your choice of fl uorocarbon will determine 

the rigidity of the boom section, while the hook-end 

material can be any braid you wish.

The science behind the combi rig is that the stiff 

section prevents tangles and kicks the rig away from 

the lead, while the supple section behaves naturally 

when the bait is picked up by a fi sh. The combination 

of the two materials’ properties makes it very tricky 

for the fi sh to deal with.

It’s the ideal set-up for bottom baits and balanced 

offerings such as wafters or snowman set-ups (a pop-

up boilie mounted above a bigger bottom bait).

WEIGHTED PUTTY
This covers the joining knot and

helps the rig settle on the lakebed.

The additional weight also helps

pull the hookpoint into the fish’s

bottom lip when the bait is taken

THE FLUOROCARBON
In the early days, these rigs 

were tied with stiff mono used 

in sea fi shing, but modern 

fl uorocarbons are now your 

best bet. They’re very hard to 

see underwater and can be 

pulled or steamed straight 

THE BAIT
This rig can be used with 

all manner of bottom baits, 

including particles, or 

semi-buoyant wafters or 

snowman arrangements

“It’s the ideal set-up for bottom 
baits and balanced offerings”





This ancient foodstuff is popular in modern recipes for the dinner table, but
carp love them too! IYCF Features Editor Mark Parker shows you how to fish them…

Words Mark Parker Pictures Mick Rouse
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ITH so many day-ticket waters 
under constant pressure, it’s 
hardly surprising that carp 
can be a little choosy about 

which hookbaits they pick up.
To regain the edge over fish which have 

seen it all before, anglers have to be a little 
more creative.

For me, this involves using a bait that has 
not seen a carp angler’s hook for many years 
– chickpeas.

Pulses, like beans and peas, were hugely 
popular in years past when pellets and 
boilies were still in their infancy, and it was 
well over 30 years ago that I first used them.

CHICKPEAS
NATURE’S BOILIES

Improve Your Carp Fishing
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Experiment with colours and flavours

Chickpeas work well over a bed of particles

Chickpeas are great for setting margin traps

Chickpeas readily absorb flavours and colours

As a kid, I never had money to buy the then
emerging modern baits that we all take for 
granted these days. So, I had to raid the kitchen
cupboard for likely candidates such as chickpeas
and sweetcorn – anything I could steal, blag, beg
or borrow from mother’s kitchen!

Along with simple rigs and good old-fashioned
watercraft, my own carp fi shing has come on in
leaps and bounds, but I never forget the old baits.

The beauty of using chickpeas is that they’re
like little sponges, readily sucking up any glugs or
fl avours which are so popular with modern carp
anglers. And being around 10mm-12mm in size,
once they have been correctly prepared, they
become what I consider to be ‘nature’s boilies’.

I’m not saying they are better than boilies, but
for a great and fun alternative they are a brilliant
bait to use, especially as you can experiment,
with your own colour and fl avour combinations.

To show just how effective they are, I visited
East Delph Lakes at Whittlesey, Cambridgeshire,
with great results.

How to prepare chickpeas
You can buy chickpeas in any supermarket 
already prepared in tins, often in brine which 
gives them a slightly salty hint. This is great for a 
quick-change bait. However, raw chickpeas take 
on colours and fl avours so well that I prefer to 
prepare my own prior to the session. 

Like all pulses, nuts and beans, you need to fi rst 
soak the product and then boil them.

This not only makes them safe for the fi sh to 
eat, but the boiling process breaks the natural 
‘seal’ that surrounds all of these products and 

releases their innate sugars and flavours.  
To prepare chickpeas, pour a quantity into a 

bowl and cover with three times the volume of 
water. This gives the peas enough water to fully 
expand. Then put them aside for at least 12 hours 
to fully soak and expand. I also add any additives 
at this time. 

Colours are added at around a quarter of a 
teaspoon per 500g of peas, although I generally 
stick to manufacturers’ recommendations when 
adding fl avours. For example, if the fl avour 
recommends 5ml for a six-egg boilie mix, I add 
5ml to 500g of soaking peas. Having said that, I 
add a little extra fl avouring because they will be 
brought to the boil before simmering for around 
15 minutes to soften. This process boils off some 
fl avouring, so don’t worry if you add a couple 
more millilitres than the bottle recommends. It is 
also a good idea to stir in a couple of teaspoons of 
salt too, as an appetite stimulator.   

Once the cooking is done, I drain off the peas 
and transfer them into a freezer bag. They are 
now ready for fi shing or can be frozen later use.

Advantages of pulse fi shing
Fish have an inquisitive nature. Their curiosity is 
often their downfall because, without hands, 
they are forced to mouth things to ‘suss out’ 
what they are. 

With peas being slightly different to look at and 

taste different to what they are used to (boilies 
and pellets) fi sh take them with confi dence. 

The other advantage of using pulses is that 
nuts are banned on many carp waters, so these 
unusual particles make the perfect alternative 
hook and/or feed bait.

Being small and soft I use them just as I would a 
small boilie. They can be hair-rigged, catapulted, 
dried and placed into PVA bags, or spodded. If I’m 
looking to create a big bed of bait, I much prefer 
to create a spod mix to fi sh over.

I start off with a jar of Dynamite Baits’ Mixed 
Particles, before adding a tin of sweetcorn and a 
couple of handfuls of chickpeas. These can be 
natural in colour or, as I prefer, dyed yellow with a 
little Betalin sweetener added. This makes them 
look and taste like sweetcorn, and the carp 
actively seek out these larger particles. On the 
hook, I will then fi sh either a single or double hair-
rigged chickpea. 

Another advantage of chickpeas is that they 
can withstand the attentions of small fi sh, but 
they are not too big or obtrusive to be fi shed 
effectively in the margins. 

A bed of 15mm or larger boilies would stand out 
as look suspicious to the carp, but a small patch 
of sweet, bright red peas makes the perfect 
ambush when stalking. 

This is a tactic I have used to great effect over 
the years.

Chickpeas will 

expand  once  

prepared 

(far left)

Chickpeas: Nature’s boilies
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A cracking day-ticket

carp which couldn’t

resist a chickpea

The ‘go anywhere’ rig
I pride myself on fishing in as simple a style as
possible. I have no time for overly complex rigs 
because I think they catch more anglers than 
fi sh! Plus, the more bells and whistles you have 
on a rig, the more there is to tangle or go wrong.

My rig is very similar to the one that carp fi shing 
legend, Frank Warwick, showed me many years 
ago. I tie it using a length of coated braid with a 
short section at one end stripped back to reveal 
the soft inner braid, attached to a longshank 
pattern of hook.

Importantly, I hair-rig the bait prior to tying on 
the hook, because this means I can better gauge 
the length of the hair and get it at the exact 
length I want. 

I like it around a fi nger’s thickness because this 
gives the bait enough movement to look natural 
and behave  like the free offerings in the water. 

Other important elements are to use two bits of 
shrink tube – one over the eye of the hook and the 
other further down the shank. I shrink the pieces 
of tubing by dipping the whole set-up in boiling 
water rather than holding over steam, which I 
think is too hot. It also sterilises the bait of any 
human smell. Once this is done, I don’t touch the 
bait again. 

This is a rig I would take anywhere for fi shing 
bottom baits as it turns excellently every time, 
nailing the fi sh in the bottom lip.

And with two carp under my belt in fairly quick 
succession, it seems that chickpeas, combined 
with Frank’s rig, have not lost any of their 
effectiveness. Why not try them yourself, I 
guarantee you’ll be pleasantly 
surprised by the results.

Use a fine baiting needle to thread on a 

chickpea and trap in place with a hair stop 

Next, fix the hook in place using a simple six 

turn knotless knot
Take your hook and use your finger to get the

correct separation between hook and bait

Add a longer section of shrink tube over the

eye and a shorter piece on the shank

Pull the hooklength through the side of the

tubing then dip in boiling water to shrink it

The finished rig looks like this. Don’t touch the 

bait after it’s been sterilised in boiling water

How to tie Mark’s ‘go anywhere’ chickpea rig

1 32

4 5 6
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C
ARP tutorials are big business these
days. There are dozens of anglers
offering personalised sessions
designed to improve your catch rate,

but what’s on offer and what do you get for
your money?

Anyone can call themselves a carp tutor, but
only the Angling Trust offers a licence scheme
to ensure the coach is qualified, insured and
safety checked. Not all carp tutors are
licenced by the trust so it’s worth checking for
customer feedback and insurance details
before booking an ‘unlicensed’ coach.

Another thing to check before taking the
plunge is what’s included in the package. Most
tutors provide day tickets, bait and bits of
terminal tackle, but do ask.

day session, with overnight and weekend trips
running to hundreds of pounds, but time spent
in the company of a top angler can be
absolutely invaluable and most will allow
group bookings to spread the costs.

For example, popular tutor Jim Shelley
charges £240 for eight hours in summer (£180
in winter) and £350 for 24 hours (£275 in
winter). A two-person lesson is £550 for 24
hours all year round.

You call the shots on these sessions, so if
there is a particular aspect of carp fishing you
struggle with then get them to focus on that.

Some tutors are experts on particular waters
(especially the more popular venues like Linear
Fisheries and Bluebell Lakes), while others
specialise in the technical aspects of fishing
such as ca

There’s a lot to be learned in a one-to-one tutorial. Here’s
who to call and what to expect for your hard-earned cash

Mark Pitchers takes a very ‘carpy’ selfie

during a successful tutorial with a client

“If there’s a particular
aspect you struggle with

get them to focus on that”
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Mark Pitchers: North East-based star of the
Fox Challenge videos who began running
tutorials on his own Wainstones Fishery but 
now travels nationwide. 
www.facebook.com/mark.pitchers.7

Ian Russell: Former Heathrow Bait Services 
boss and Avid consultant who is well 
acquainted with venues around the M25. 
www.facebook.com/Ianrussellcarpangler

Adam Penning: The Essex-based star who 
has appeared on numerous TV shows and in 
most angling publications now offers tutorials 
on venues such as the Essex Quarry. www.
facebook.com/adam.penningcarpangler

 helley: Norfolk-based Jim has a 
menal list of captures and offers regular 
ls on venues such as the Waveney 
x. www.jimshelleyuncut.co.uk/tuition/

 cmillan: A regular in IYCF, Stoke-
 in is a master boilie angler. 

cebook.com/Iain-macmillan-
92726314162068/

 nbull: If bait and rigs a   
r area of interest then   

  an. www.joescarptutor

Denis McFetrich: Denis is the brains behind
MCF tackle and bait. He has had amazing
success fishing at home and abroad and offers
tutorials at Suffolk Water Park. 
www.mcfcarpfi shing.co.uk/page67.html

Rob Marsh: A prolifi c angling writer and carp-
match expert, Kent-based Rob brings a wealth 
of experience to his fully qualifi ed tutorials. 
www.robmarshtutorials.co.uk

ryan Jarrett: Free casting tuitions at Linear 
sheries are on offer from Swindon’s Bryan 

arrett. The Hinders boss also offers full
torials around the Cotswolds. www.hinders.
.uk, 01793 333900 or jane@hinders.co.uk

ich Wilby: Venue owner Rich has always
en involved in the carp industry as a

urnalist and consultant. He now offers
guided sessions at his own Mustang Lake in
Norfolk. www.airfieldlakes.com/tutorials.html

Tom Maker: Arguably one of the best day-
ticket anglers in the country, Somerset-based 
Tom is a regular at Linear Fisheries in 
Oxfordshire where he offers most of his 
tutorials. www.facebook.com/
TomMakerTutorials or 07880 745757

Chris Lowe: Another Linear regular, West 
Midlander Chris fi shes the complex every week 
so is always in tune with its moods. 
www.twitter.com/Chris_AvidCarp

If gaining extra yards is your aim then 
Mark Hutchinson (www.facebook.com/
MarkHutchinsonCarpAngler) and 
Terry Edmonds (www.facebook.com/
TerryEdmonds LongRangeAngler or 07772 
955141) are the best around. 

WHAT’S IT LIKE TO 
HAVE A TUTORIAL?
A guided session with Tom Maker 
at Linear Fisheries leads 17-year-
old Max Rippington to two
personal bests…

“I’d been to Linear twice before
and had blanked both times, not
knowing what I had done wrong.

“I have always been a firm
believer in doing research before
turning up at a venue so I’m
always on the Linear website. I
had seen Tom Maker catching 
regularly so I knew he was a top 
choice.

“With a mate we booked a day-
long tutorial with Tom and we 
decided to head to Oxlease. We 
settled on two swims with the 
wind hammering into our faces as 
Tom said the fi sh always seem to 
follow the wind. He showed us a 
maggot Medusa rig that I had 
never used before and by 1pm my 
mate had bagged a pb mirror of 
29lb 5oz by casting into a small 
bay about 35 yards out.

“After casting to showing fi sh 
my rod rattled off with a 29lb 14oz 
mirror which was also a new 
personal best. The following 
morning I caught a scaly 23lb 
mirror and then beat my pb again 
with an Oxlease original of 
32lb 14oz. 

“This was one of the most 
memorable sessions ever and it 
would not have been without the 
aid of Tom. His knowledge of the 
lakes and attention to detail was 

al.”

JUST SOME OF THE TOP 
ANGLERS OFFERING TUTORIALS

At 32lb 14oz, this lump 

was worth every 

penny of the 

tutorial

Tom Maker 

led Max to this 

Oxlease mirror

Terry Edmonds is a 

dedicated casting coach

Mark Pitchers delights in seeing his client 

play a fi sh on Mallard Lake at the Bluebell 

Lakes complex in Northamptonshire

Adam Penning and another satisfi ed customer



We’ve rounded up another varied bunch of quality gear for all carp anglers this month

Carp tackle
WHAT’S NEW
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“The best 
bit is the 
dual use 

Kippa 
line clip”

MUDDY WATERS BOBBINS FROM CYGNET
RRP: Full kits from £9.99

Muddy Waters, the cult and much-loved carp brand, has been bought by Cygnet and will now be 

available to a much wider audience. The range is exhaustive and features various sizes of bobbin 

heads, from featherlight right up to 75g giants that are ideal for river or tight-line zig fi shing. 

There’s also a range of chains, cords and bankstick attachments. The best bit is the dual use Kippa 

line clip which can be set to grip the line tightly or allow it to pull through on a bite. 

❚ www.cygnettackle.co.uk 

SOLAR MEGA BIG SHOTS
RRP: £9.99

A versatile, PVA-friendly liquid enhancer for soaking freebies, rehydrating air-

dried baits, adding to groundbaits and PVA stick and bag mixes, and for use as 

a hookbait dip or pellet soak.

The thick liquid soaks into a bait and clings to the outside, thus making it to 

the lakebed where it can work to your advantage, rather than coming off on 

the cast or being washed off as it falls through the water.

Available in all the Solar bait range fl avours, Big Shots are boosted with 

the same liquid enhancers and fl avours as the boilies. They are supplied in a 

wide-neck bottle to making dipping hookbaits easier.

❚ www.solartackle.co.uk
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30PLUS CENTIUM

DFX LANDING 

NET POLE AND 

XS-T NET
RRP: Pole: £59.99 
Net: £49.99

The full-carbon Centium DFX landing

net pole is a quality item that is 

very slim but incredibly strong. It

measures under 1.25cm at the top

end, yet remains rigid with almost no

fl ex when put under pressure.

The 42-inch XS-T net is the perfect

accompaniment – it’s fi nished in 

a subtle camoufl age pattern and

boasts a very heavy-duty spreader

block. The carbon-fi nish arms are also

sheathed in stainless steel fi ttings at

each end to increase durability.

❚ www.specimen30plus.com

NASH BALANCING FOAM

RRP: £2.99

New Nash Hookbait Balancing Foam Sticks will add sight tips to boilies and pop-ups, balance nuts and particle baits

and form zig baits. They come in 5mm and 7mm widths, are easy to trim down, and are available in red, orange,

yellow, black, white, brown and beige. You get fi ve 45mm lengths per pack. 

❚ www.nashtackle.co.uk 

TF GEAR 10FT BANSHEE CARP ROD
RRP: £59.99

TF Gear’s latest 10ft Banshee carp rod is said to be able to catch carp from just about any type of venue. In test 

curves of 2.75lb, 3lb and 3.5lb, the blanks are built from quality carbonfi bre and furnished with premium grade

silicone-lined guides and screw-down custom DPS 18 reel fi ttings. The fi sh-playing action is progressive, and th

rods are built to take a lot of stick.  

❚ www.totalfi shinggear.co.uk 

GARDNER COVERT 

LEAD-SAFE SYSTEM

RRP: £2.99

Effectively a lead clip without the clip, these 

new devices from Gardner enable you to fi sh 

this kind of set-up without losing the lead. On 

venues without any weed or snags, losing the 

lead can be needless and expensive.

The Lead-Safe System can be adjusted by 

changing how tightly you secure the lead with 

the tail rubber. Pushed on tightly, the lead will 

stay next to the rig as the fi sh bolts off, but for 

shy, ‘riggy’ fi sh you can loosely attach the tail 

rubber to allow the lead to slide back down the 

line. For fi sh that use the weight of the lead 

to shake your hook free, this can be a canny 

adjustment. Available packs of fi ve in green, 

brown and silt.

❚ www gardnertackle co uk

KORDA CHOD SAFE

RRP: £18.99

This Chod Safe rig holder will safely house up 

to 28 short and long Choddy hooklinks, and a 

pop-out handle enables you to steam sections 

to achieve the perfect curve, as well as doubling 

up as a compartment for rig pins. There’s also 

a section that takes up to three leadcore (or 

similar) leaders. 

 uk 



Drennan Red Ran
   

each worth £365

T
HE RX Carp 13m pole
is purpose-built for
catching hard-fighting
carp on today’s modern

commercial fisheries but it’s
equally suited to targeting smaller
silverfish.

By investing in the very best
technology and materials possible
for 13 metres of pole, Drennan
has made no compromises when
it comes to the performance and
usability of the finished product.

The pole boasts reinforced
sections throughout, including
extra long reinforcement on the
hard-working No.2 section.

The RX Carp’s highly impressive
extras package includes a total of
three carp kits, each with factory-

fitted side-pull slots.
A full set of optional roller cone

are also included, so you can tak
full advantage of Drennan’s supe
smooth side-pull system, should
you wish.

This enables you to control the
amount of elastic a fish can pull
out, enabling you to subdue fish
all sizes with confidence.

Two threaded cupping kit
adaptors are supplied should you
wish to convert one of the Carp
Kits into a Cupping Kit.

Two sizes help to ensure that
your cupping kit can be the same
length as your top kit if cut back
vital for accurate feeding.

At 13m the pole weighs just
1,150g and at 11.3m a mere 795g.

How to enter
Go to www.gofi shing.co.uk
…and click ‘Win’ in the toolbar to enter. Just type in your email address and 

click ‘Enter’ to be in with a chance of winning a Drennan RX Carp 13m pole. 

Enter from October 28. Competition closes at midnight on November 24, 2015.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
We only make one attempt to contact winners by email and it is the winner’s responsibility to provide Improve Your Coarse 

Fishing with full address and contact details within fi ve days of being notifi ed of their win, otherwise the prize will be forfeited. 

To ensure you receive our emails about prizes we recommend that you add winitgofi shing@bauermedia.co.uk to your 

‘Approved Sender’ list in your email reader.

What you get:
O�13m pole including Carp Kit

O 2 x spare top two Carp Kits

O 3 x Roller Cones 

O Extractor rod

O 2 x Skid Bungs

O EVA Nose Cone for No.3

O 6 x PTFE Bushes

O 8 x Side Pull Beads

O Polemaster Pole Pot

O 2 x Cupping Kit Adaptors

This month we’ve teamed up with 
Drennan to offer readers the chance to
win two poles ideal for commercials
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CALL THE ORDER HOTLINE ON 01482 639900
VISIT WWW.CHAPMANSANGLING.CO.UK
BY POST CHAPMANS ANGLING, 206-212,

HULL ROAD, HESSLE HU3 9NH
Please quote the following code: PU2670

** Please make cheques payable to Chapmans Angling Ltd

Reader Offer
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GRAB A BARGAIN!

PLUS £7.99 P&P
HE drop shotting craze has swept

across the UK in the last couple of

f

     

       

PURE FISHING 

P £79.99

AVE 
32

ONLY £47.99



FIVE lucky winners of this month’s Improve Your
Coarse Fishing crossword will each scoop a Korum
CS3000 Power Rear Drag reel worth £39.99.

These supremely dependable and well-built reels
are perfect for all your float and swimfeeder fishing
needs, and will change the way you think about
playing fish o� the clutch.

The rear drag can be adjusted very easily and
precisely during the fight and the lightweight body
makes them a joy to fish with. Like all Korum reels,
they combine a robust build-quality with stunning
looks, and are sure to become an iconic product.

The 3000-size reel carries 300 metres of 0.20mm
diameter mono on the main aluminium spool and
also comes supplied with a spare graphite spool.

Complete the puzzle and send it to: Crossword
(Issue 304), IYCF, Bauer Media, Lynchwood,
Peterborough, PE2 6EA, by October 30, 2015.

ACROSS
8 Some of the rivers flowing
into it are: Mersey, Ribble
and Lune (5,3)
9 Fishes from a moving boat
– not welcome on a web chat
site! (6)
11 It shades your eyes (5)
12 Which has swan shot on
main line above the hook
(4,5)
13 Tries again to put bait in
the right place (7)
16 Sweet and thick (anag. of
“Ely cart”) (7)
18 Reservoir near Rugby used
for fly fishing (anag. of “a
wary detector”) (8,5)
21 Fine PVA mesh (anag of
“this fen”) (7)
23 Release a caught fish back
to the water? (3,4)
24 Firmly upright floats
which have explosive results?
(9)
27 Scottish border town on
the Tweed (5)
29 Writer George’s Su�olk
river (6)
30 It helps fill rivers and
lakes (8)

DOWN
1 Like the sheen of roach (7)

2 Norfolk market town in the
Waveney valley (4)
3 Town on the Thames
between Laleham and
Weybridge (8)
4/26 It provides a firm fixing
for e.g. a multiplier (4,4)
5 Term for young salmon on
first return from sea (6)
6 Snail-like land mollusc (4)
7 The sea hawk or fish eagle
(6)
10 Describes a ‘no-tie’ way to
attach bait to a hair-rig (anag.
“Ken’s lost”) (8)
14 Wine bottle features used
e.g. in zig-rigs (5)
15 Which can be used for very
light spinning (5,3)
17 Transparent (5)
19 Sort of leger rig that
prevents line twisting (4-4)
20 Rebound (anag. of “Loire
‘C’”) (6)
21 A unit of water depth,
approx 1.8 metres (6)
22 Basic tool for baiting a
rig (6)
25 Lines ... in Arrow, Severn
(4)
26 See 4dn.
28 From which bread cubes
might be produced (4)

Name ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Address ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................... Postcode ....................................................

*Mobile ......................................................................................... Home no ...............................................................................................

*Email .............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Bauer Media, publishers of IYCF, may also from time to time contact you by post or phone.

Please tick if you do not wish to be contacted by us or carefully selected partner organisations

* We will communicate with you from time to time with relevant offers and promotions from Bauer Media, publishers of

IYCF. You can of course unsubscribe at any time and your details will never be passed on to other organisations.

✃

WIN
A Korum CS3000
RD reel worth £39

Across: 8 Equipped 9 Potato 11 Take-apart
12 Towel 13 Earth 14 Kentmere 16 Insured
19 Ospreys 21 Des Shipp 24 Omagh 27 Elver
28 Thorpe Lea 29 Landed 30 Downcast.
Down: 1/26 Centrepin reel 2 Sucker 3 Splasher
4 Newark 5 Bottom 6 Salwarpe 7 Pool 10 Stonfo
15 Esthwaite 17 Shelving 18 Drifts 20 Plopping
22 Surrey 23 Photos 25 Afloat.

The clues....

Issue302answers
Issue 302 winners
Pasquill Peter,
Northwich; Kevin
Henley, West Bridgford;
Marcus House,
Highbridge;
John Brooks, Pinxton;
Nigel Hector, Chard.

FIVE TO 
BE WON,

EACH WORTH 
£39.99 
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Coffee break quiz
Take our quick test to find out how closely you were paying 
attention during this month’s issue of IYCF...

Name these 6 fisheries from a bird’s eye view?
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11 ............................................................................................................................................ 12........................................................................................................................................... 13...........................................................................................................................................

14 .......................................................................................................................................... 15........................................................................................................................................... 16 ..........................................................................................................................................

Issue 302 Answers
Quiz: 1. Eleven 2. 35 years 3. Casters, chopped worm and groundbait 4. Chopped pork and ham 5. 4.75oz 6. 10lb 7. 34 8. Jigga float 9. Thirteenth 

10. Oxfordshire 11. Des Taylor 12. Jamie Hughes 13. Bob Nudd 14. Tommy Pickering

1. At what distance out did Julian Chidgey find shoals of roach?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. What was Paul Hardy’s preferred hookbait when using the pole at 

Lincolnshire’s Winter’s Pond?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Did Gary Knowles fish with lures or deadbaits at Llandegfedd 

Reservoir?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. What kind of lake did Guru’s Pemb Wrighting fish during the 

pellet feeder feature?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. What did Andy May dip his pole float into to prevent it from 

sinking under the surface?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

6. Pinkies are the offspring from which kind of fly?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. How many pinkies and how many maggots does Craig Butterfield 

use on a size 14 hook?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. How many PTFE bushes come with the Drennan Red Range  

RX Carp 13m pole?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. What should you be feeding when you’re fishing with a chickpea 

hookbait? 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. Name the four flavours in the new Solar Mega Big Shot Glugs 

range. 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Holidays In England

is i

O 7 EXCELLENT FISHING
LAKES

O 217 pegs available
35 acres

O Barbel to 13lb and
Carp to 24lb

O 257lb match record

uxury og
Cabins
O 24 self-catering cabins
to rent

OWeek and short-break
bookings

O Fully furnished with
lake views

OMost cabins have hot-tubs
O Free wifi

On-site ackle
Shop
O Fully stocked tackle and
bait shop

O Daiwa, Maver, Prestons &
many more

O Mail order - 01205 724162
O www.westwoodlakestackleshop.co.uk

an uc
more…
O Fisherman’s R
40-seat Café
O Set near 60-ac
woodland and
of Wild Flower Park

O Friendly,
knowledgeable staff

www.westwoodlakes.co.uk www.fac 24162

Luxury Self Catering

Log Cabins and Fishing Lakes

sup hort stays

3 NEW
LAKES

OPENING

MAY

om

om
5 stars
+++++

Tel: 01409 231401
holidays@kingslakes.co.uk

www.kingslakes.co.uk

CHILLA, BEAWORTHY, DEVON, EX21 5JS

H O L I D A Y S

s � FULLY STOCKED COARSE lSHING LAKES

s � 4ENCH LAKES� � MIXED LAKES INC� 2OACH�
2UDD� $ACE � "REAM � � #ARP LAKES
s 2ESIDENT ONLY lSHING
s .EWLY REFURBISHED LODGES � COTTAGES
s #AMPING AVAILABLE� PET FRIENDLY

www.LEMINGTONLAKES.co.

 FOR ALL ENQUIRIES PLEASE CALL

 01608 650872

Are you fed up with
fishing lakes
stuffed with carp?
Would you like to
fish a lake for top
quality Tench
instead?

1st Class
Fishing &

Accommodation
in peaceful
Cotswolds

countryside

LUXURY HOLIDAY LODGES

Beautiful rural setting at foot of
Roseberry Topping, gateway to

North Yorkshire Moors.
three lakes

residents. Excellent walking country.
Open all year round. Short breaks available.

www.blackthorngate.co.uk
Tel. 01642 324496

email: info@blackthorngate.co.uk

Blackthorn Gate

nglers Paradise
the Only Paradise

for Anglers and Country Lovers

COME AND ENJOY YOURSELF

BOOK NOW!

NEW YEAR’S EVE EXTRAVAGANZA AND 2016

01409 221559
info@anglers-paradise.co.uk
www.anglers-paradise.co.uk

ertise HERE please
les on 01733 366383

Holidays In Devon

Come and unwind

Two well equipped cosy

cottages and one beautiful

secluded farmhouse, each

On

exc

NO

4LSRI 7XIJ½I ����� ������

Lodges

& Luxury

Cottages

Cornwall
Just 10 lodges and 2 cottages

for 4 coarse lakes,
residents only.

Indoor Pool, Tennis, Sauna,
Spa Hot Tub, Spa Treatments.

Minutes to coast and
Tamar Lakes.
VB 4-5 Stars.

Dogs welcome.

Ideal for the family fisherman

Call Jim or Gillian on

01288 321413
www.forda.co.uk

RIVER BARBEL FISHING
RENOWNED 4 MILES

OF

Excelle
and acc

make this your perfect

THE RED LION HOTEL
Bredwardine,

Herefordshire, HR3 6BU
Tel: 01981 500303

www.redlion-hotel.com

COARSE FISHERY AND HOLIDAY PARK

Cubert, Newquay, Cornwall. TR8 5PY

ANY ENQUIRIES TEL: 01637 830522

www.trebellan.co.uk

Set in the peaceful, picturesque valley of

Trebellan near Holywell Bay. 3 well established

fishing lakes stocked with Carp, Rudd and Tench.

Open to residents and non-residents.

• 8 Self Catering Cottages. Sorry no pets.
• Caravan club 5CL Site – peaceful & easily 

accessible location.
• 7 well stocked coarse lakes - perfectly suited

for both pleasure & specimen anglers.
• On site tackle shop – with a comprehensive

range of tackle & bait.
MANOR FARM, TODBER, STURMINSTER

NEWTON, DORSET. DT10 1JB
Brochure: 01258 820384
www.todbermanor.co.uk

HOLIDAY COTTAGES,
LAKES & TACKLE SHOP

HILLVIEW ,
COTSWOLDS

TOPMATCHWEIGHT 265 lb IN 5 HOURS

6 and 4 berth luxury log cabins.
Carp to 20lb Bream, Tench & Rudd, over 6 lakes, just off the M50 (J1).
Tel: 01684 296719 or 07840 579087

or visit www.hillviewlakes.biz

PARADISE FOR ANGLERS
PINE TREES PARK

Croft Bank Skegness
Cottages with free lake and river fishing.

Tourers and tents welcome.
Residents bar, bait and tackle shop,
lakeside restaurant. All facilities

disabled friendly.
Wetland Conservation Project.

Tel: 01754 762949
Email: enquiries@pinetreesholidays.co.uk

www.pinetreesholidays.co.uk

Eden Valley -
Cumbria

ZĞůĂǆŝŶŐ	 ĮƐŚŝŶŐ ŝŶ ŝĚǇůůŝĐ
ƉĞĂĐĞĨƵů ĐŽƵŶƚƌǇƐŝĚĞ ϯΎƐ�Đ

�ŽƩĂŐĞƐ ŽǀĞƌůŽŽŬŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ >ĂŬĞ

WĞƚƐ ǁĞůĐŽŵĞ

�ůŽƐĞ�ƚŽ�>ĂŬĞƐ	��ŽƌĚĞƌƐ	�,ĂĚƌŝĂŶƐ�tĂůů

01768 898711
ŝŶĨŽΛĐƌŽƐƐĮĞůĚĐŽƩĂŐĞƐ"ĐŽ"ƵŬ

01362 637177
www.bartleslodge.co.uk

DGE
AND HALL WALK FISHERY

NORFOLK

B&B, CL caravan site,
evening meals
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IMPROVE YOUR COARSE FISHING
PLEASE CALL SALES ON

01733 366383.

�Best quality foam

�Drilled, sealed, painted & printed

�Ultimate spring eyes

�Super antennas

In packs of 10, ready for assembling

%%%� ���'��#" ������"#"����$�

�$"#�� ����  ��� '��# �����" �� ��# ��!�
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www.lakesiderendezvous.co.uk   (01380) 725 447

A unique fishing experience

SANDHOLME LODGE HOLIDAY PARK
LUXURY FISHING HOLIDAYS

Luxury centrally heated Static caravans for hire, brand new
in 2013. 2 well stocked Coarse & Carp lakes for our visitors 

only, including fishing on many local waters. 
We also welcome caravans, tents & motorhomes.

www.sandholmelodgeholidaypark.co.uk 
Tel: 01430 440487  Newport, Brough, East Yorkshire HU15 2QQ

Holidays In Yorkshire Tackle

Fishing Holidays South West

GWERYD LAKES
Great Fishing in Beautiful
NE Wales

s�3TATICS�AND�LUXURY�COTTAGES
s�3TUNNING�PEACEFUL�SETTINGS
s�,OVELY�VILLAGE�PUBS
s�Runners up fi shery of the year
s�'WERYD�n�.ATURAL����ACRE�SPECIMEN�LAKE
s��#ARP�TO���LB��4ENCH��"REAM�TO���LB��
0ERCH�TO��LB
s %WAN n MIXED PLEASURE LAKE
s #OARSE AND TROUT COACHING AVAILABLE

Tel: 01824 780230
www.gwerydlakes.co.uk

Holidays In Wales

DOWNLOAD THE
UPDATED
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F
ISHBRAIN now has a new
look and is even easier to
use. This simple mobile App
gives you detailed statistics
on your own fi shing. See
what’s working and what’s
not at venues near you.

  h ousands of anglers across the UK are
already using this new App designed
specii cally for our sport. h e basic version
is free and available for Apple and Android
smartphone users and is the fastest, easiest
way to log your catches.
Use it to record your catches including

weights of i sh, favourite i shing locations,
swim depths, best methods, baits and tackle
– and show of  your catch pictures to other
anglers.
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Waterside
Wildlife

Ecologist and lifelong angler Matt Liston shows
what to look for on the bank this month

ITH autumn now well
underway, we turn our
attentions to an impressive
waterside tree species that has

real pulling power to other animals. This
is also the time of year when the flying V
formations take to the skies and fill the air
with a sound you can’t help but smile at.

Autumn alders
In a previous article we covered the
willows, those familiar and wonderful
bankside trees that provide a home for
many and are particularly notable in
spring. This month’s main subject is
another tree species synonymous with
wetland habitats where it thrives in damp
and saturated soils.

The alder (Alnus glutinosa) is a medium-
sized native tree, that has a long history of
being used by humans; for those who have
ambitions to make designer footwear out of
wood, then look no further because this is

the species of choice for clog makers.
Perhaps more interesting though is the

alder’s historic use for shoring banksides
and preventing erosion. The wood of alder
doesn’t rot in water, making it the ideal
natural product for this application.

As with the willows found growing along
our rivers, canals, lakes and ponds, the
roots and branches of the alder can provide
a fantastic refuge for a variety of aquatic
creatures. Such trees create underwater
habitats that reduce flow, allowing the
year’s tiny fish fry to find a safe haven,
something which is vital in times of flood
when small fish can get swept away.

Out of the water, the alder supports a
number of insects, with around 90 species
associated with these trees. Out of these
species, the beautiful and appropriately-
named alder kitten moth (Furcula bicuspis)
is arguably the most attractive, but it is the
caterpillar of the alder moth (Acronicta
alni) that impresses me the most. As a way Amazingly, the wood of alder doesn’t rot in water
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of avoiding predators when they are young, 
these caterpillars do their best to appear as 
unattractive as possible by mimicking bird 
droppings with amazing accuracy.

In autumn and winter, it is the small 
cones, containing the seeds of the alder 
that see fl ocks of certain birds drawn 
to these trees. Goldfi nches (Carduelis 
carduelis), siskins (Carduelis spinus) 
and redpolls (Carduelis sp) all rely on the 
natural banquet and provide fantastic 
bankside interest at this time of year.

Return of the fl ying Vs
When it comes to seasonal treats, we might 
think of the pumpkins for Halloween or 
the visual assault of a fi reworks display on 
November 5.  It is though, the returning 
skeins of geese heading to our shores that I 
look forward to most.

Geese numbers suddenly surge when 
various species of these long-necked 
wildfowl migrate to the UK.  Here they 

spend winter in the relatively milder 
conditions than those encountered in 
places such as Greenland and Iceland.

A large skein, fl ying in the famous V 
formation, is an impressive sight, but more 
often than not, it is the racket generated 
by the geese that we hear before we catch 
sight of the birds.

I must confess, the mass of honks is 
hardly the most melodic of sounds to be 
found in the bird world, in fact it’s about 
as tuneful as a child learning to play the 
recorder. However, there are few sounds 
more evocative around our waterways and 
seeing and hearing the large congregations 
of these birds is a real seasonal highlight.

Opinion: plastic not fantastic
In recent weeks, plastic has hit the 
headlines a number of times prompting me 
to have my fi ve  penn’orth!

Following hot on the heels of recent 
studies that have found just how 

widespread plastic is in aquatic food 
chains, the supermarkets have launched a 
5p charge for every carrier bag.

How anybody could complain about this 
charge is beyond me and I see the measly 
sum of 5p per bag nowhere near enough to 
make consumers consider or change their 
bad habits. A bigger price, say 30p or even 
50p might make these items appear far less 
disposable and prompt their re-use, rather 
than them ending up fi lling the stomach of 
an endangered sea bird or marine mammal.

Recent estimates suggest around 8 
million tonnes of plastic end up in the seas 
each and every year, while researchers fi nd 
around 90% of sea birds have plastic in 
their guts.

Our rivers also make handy dumping 
grounds for such litter, with plastic 
accumulating in the guts of fi sh.

The solution involves nothing more than 
disposing of waste properly and using the 
same bags for every shopping trip!

As well as being a passionate 

angler, Matt Liston is an ecologist 

specialising in protected species 

surveys. He’s a member of the 

Chartered Institute of Ecological 

and Environmental Management 

and the Freshwater Biological 

Association



passion for the river that o�ers miles of great
free fishing and it’s one I love. I’ve had some
splendid autumn catches but a lot of blanks
in winter. What better chance would I get to
pick the brains of someone who knows it as
well as anyone?

The day was perfect for pictures, a
cloudless sky with bright sunshine but just
about the worst weather imaginable for
fishing. Jim had also picked a split-tide day
which means the river starts o� flowing to
the left, then stops and flows in the opposite
direction for an hour or two, lifts two to three
feet and then flows back to the left even
faster while constantly getting shallower.

It sounds complicated but you just have to
keep thinking where your feed is hitting the
bottom and adjusting your depth every few
minutes. This kind of fishing certainly keeps
your brain active.

We both caught well on stick float tactics,
mostly dace and roach, and I doubt we
used two pints of bait between us which is
remarkable when you consider Jim ended
up with over 16lb of pristine silvers that had
probably never seen a hook before. I didn’t
do quite so well, fishing only half the time
he did but couldn’t fault the sport or the
company and that adds up to a fabulous day’s
fishing in my book.

fortnight. I pleaded my case and was given
leave to go providing I took it easy. Whew!

Week One
Deciding to fish locally and spend time
building up my stamina, a call from Ben
Fisk on Angling Times was manna from
heaven. He planned to shoot a feature on the
Tidal Don with Jim Evans and Jim had no
objections to me joining them. It would give
Lloyd Rogers the opportunity to shoot a few
library pictures with me at the same time.

I’ve followed Jim’s Facebook Tidal River
Don page for a while and was looking
forward to meeting him. He has a real

A
N EVENTFUL month to say the
least – and it could have gone
a whole lot better. Just before
it began I started experiencing

similar symptoms to those that confined me
to bed back in June. I went to the hospital
and was admitted immediately. Diagnosis: A
di�erent virus this time and not a pleasant
one. My kidney function slumped to 19%, my
temperature went beyond 40C and my BP
crashed. Modern medicines and a brilliant

care team had me back on
y feet in a week but
I was facing a trip to
the Himalayas in a

Fromt
Donto

New Delhi
Bob trades in familiar surroundings for a trip to paradise that

didn’t quite go according to plan. But it was still an adventure

It was a good day in the tidal 

River Don at Barnby Dun

Quality Don roach like this have

probably never before seen a hook

Looking across the 

Saryu River towards 

camp 



Week Two
With leftover bait taking up space in my 
fridge I decided to fi sh even closer to home 
on the River Don, just three miles away to be 
precise. It goes against my better judgement 
to allow bait to dictate how and where I fi sh 
but I was too tight to feed a whole pint of 
maggots to the birds.

It took me ages to decide on a swim. So 
many looked tempting and maybe I was 
swayed by the bream sport I’ve enjoyed this 
year. My swim lent itself perfectly to a pole 
and expander pellet approach and had I done 
that I’m sure a few slabs would have come my 
way. But I was hell-bent on fi shing with stick 
fl oat and maggot. With luck, I might snag a 
bream or two anyway.

The long and the short of it is I didn’t. 
I caught small roach, small dace and 
some great big gonks (gudgeon). In fact I 
practically enjoyed a bite a chuck from start 
to fi nish. Apart from the odd small skimmer, 
bream never showed although I did latch on 
to what felt like a big chub. It headed straight 
for the far bank overhanging bushes but 
before I had to clamp down hard the hook 
pulled. Oh well, some you win...

Barring a disastrous pollution (it has 
happened in the not too distant past 
following thunder storms and raw sewage 

was pumped into the river) the future   
Don looks assured. There are year cl  
throughout the scale in all the popu  
species from the lower tidal reach  
right through the middle reache   
there are also some nice barbel  
carp to target. 

Higher up around Shei  eld  
a thriving population of gray   
wild brown trout. Pretty amazing w  
you consider that in relatively recent time  
the Don was one of Europe’s polluted rivers.

Weeks Three & Four
Friday morning, New Delhi railway station. 
It’s just before 6am and dawn is breaking. 
Stu Walker and I are frantically running 
alongside the Anand Vihar Kathgodam 
Shatabdi Express. Fortunately, Primtam 
from Himalayanoutback.com is there to 
guide us safely to our seats.

Seems a long time already since we left 
home on Wednesday afternoon.

It will be the thick end of six hours before 
we meet our driver, Lasky, at Kathgodam. 
From there we’ll do the fi rst leg of our 
long drive into the Himalayas. We’ll only 
drive two hours today and spend the 
night in a guesthouse. These roads are far 
too dangerous to negotiate in darkness. 

 
we’ll c  
the journey, 
hopefully rafting in  
base camp sometime Satur  
afternoon. And the Irish say it’s a 
long way to Tipperary!

We’ll only spend one night on base camp 
and then we’ll raft down to our main camp 
on the Saryu River a little way upstream from 
the confl uence with the Mahakali River at 
Pancheshwar, on the border with Nepal.

To catch a mahseer you must be able to 
hack the travel. It’s a journey I’ve done 
several times and it sure helps if you’re in 
peak physical condition. I wasn’t and that 
was going to cost me.

The Himalayan golden mahseer is a 
species I might describe as the fi sh of a 
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“To catch a masheer you must be able to hack the travel and 
it helps if you’re in peak physical condition. I wasn’t”

Bob casts a 
lure into the 

Saryu 



Bob Roberts’ Diary
Monthly tales from our angling adventurer
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thousand casts. You’ll stand there, 
slowly cooking on the boulders, casting 
lures, casting, casting and casting until 
your arms are fi t to drop o� . Then out 
of the blue, usually when you least 
expect it you will experience a hit, the 
like of which you will never experience 
elsewhere in stillwater. The rod will all 
but be wrenched from your grasp, the 
reel’s drag will scream and 50lb braid 
will disappear from your spool at an 
unthinkable rate. It simply cannot be
possible, but it is.

Mahseer live in fast, turbulent water.
Violent currents. There simply is no
comparison or similarity with rivers
in the UK. Yet mahseer take it in their
stride, indeed they shun the slow pools.
They are the pit bulls of the river, crossed
with greyhounds and given the stamina
of a husky. A big mahseer can strip 100
metres of line in seconds and it doesn’t
mean they will then stop. If you don’t
stop them they simply keep going!

If there’s the slightest weak point in
your gear they will find it, destroy it and
devastate you. Every knot, every swivel,
clip, link, hook and lure will be tested to
its limits. Don’t be surprised when the
unthinkable happens. Get over it. Get
used to it. This is not hook-a-duck in a
carp puddle. Think of the movie Spinal

Tap, when Nigel Tufnell explains how
the band’s amplifi ers go ‘up to eleven.’
In the scale of things, mahseer go up to
eleven. And then some...

Sessions are short because of the
intense heat. On the evening of my
second day I hooked a big fi sh. It ran
with the current at the speed of a racing
car. I slowed it down, I had it under som
kind of control, on a long line admittedl
when it powered upstream towards
me. I felt the worst was over until the
line went slack. I suspected the hook
had fallen out but it hadn’t. The knot
attaching braid to the leader had failed.

Now this was the strongest knot I’ve
ever seen. It is based on that used to fix a
fly line to backing and involves whipping
the braid using a fly tier’s bobbin.
Practically indestructible. But my guess
is it caught between two rocks and,
bingo. Game over. I was gutted.

Next day I rose determined to make
amends. The adrenalin was pumping.
Head guide Bobby asked if I was up to
doing a long trek to a distant hotspot that
afternoon. Of course I could negotiate
mountain tracks and hiking over
boulders in near-40 degree heat.

Well let me tell you bravado kills fools.
I did the trek. I caught a very small
mahseer for my troubles and ended up

orks. For me that was game over and
I spent the rest of my trip sitting in the
shade avoiding the sun. There was to be
no more fishing for me and I learned a
huge lesson the hard way.

Not many folk go on a two-week fishing
trip to paradise to catch just one tiny
fish but the plain fact is, the older I get
the dafter I get! Oh well, heavy rain’s
falling. Might catch a barbel
tomorrow.

“A big mahseer can strip 100 metres of line in
d and it doesn’t mean they will then stop”

Bob gets a blessing from local 

religious stlawart Baba 

Halfway round the 
world for this little 

mahseer.Oh well...

Chewing the 
fat at t

he beach
 

camp,before
 dinner 

was serve
d 



Tel: 01205 724162
Email: sales@westwoodlakestackleshop.co.uk
Westwood Lakes, Five House Lane, Wyberton, Boston, Lincs PE21 7JA

SEE FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS AND OFFERS AT…

Find us on Facebook: WestwoodLakesLincs

Follow us on Twitter: WestwoodLakesLt

WE STOCK ALL

THESE MAJOR BRANDS

www.westwoodlakestackleshop.co.uk
FOR MORE STOCK VISIT

Team Daiwa Match TDM 3012
Double & Single Handle

£89.99 

Shimano ero
4000FA
Feeder &
Match
Reels

£139.99 

Daiwa 
Sweepfi re 

Reels
2500-2B,
3000-2B

and
4000-2B

£16.99 each

Daiwa Yank N Bank
Feeder &

Match Rods

£69.99

Daiwa tournament seat box
Comes in red

and blue 

£525.00

Garbolino System M7 13M
Pole Package

£449.99

Gabolino Rocket Picker 
Feeder Rods 8ft,9ft &10ft

from £25.99

Maver Defi nition
14.5m Pole

 £549.99

Guru Trainers

 £49.99

Preston Innovations Space
Station/on box Shuttle

£99.99

Guru Reaper Front Feeder Rests

 £11.99

New Preston Innovations

Monster Luggage 

Now in Stock!

Full Range of KC Carpa

Pole Floats

in Stock! 

Maver XL Flatbed Ple Roller

 £54.99

Also available
Maver Competition Short

Leg Flat Bed Roller 

MASSIVE WINTER SALE NOW ON UP TO 50% OFF 
ON SELECTED PRODUCTS. 

Rods, Reels, Poles, Seatboxes & Winter Clothing

F
ISHBRAIN now has a new 
look and is even easier to 
use. This simple mobile 
App gives you detailed 
statistics on your own 

fishing. See what’s working and 

what’s not at venues near you. 

Thousands of anglers across the UK 

are already using this new App designed 

specifically for our sport. The basic 

version is free and available for Apple 

and Android smartphone users and is the 

fastest, easiest way to log your catches. 

Use it to record your catches including 

weights of fish, favourite fishing 

locations, swim depths, best methods, 

baits and tackle – and show off your catch 

pictures to other anglers. 

For just £27.99 you can get a full year’s 

subscription to the premium version of 

FishBrain or, alternatively, pay £3.99 a 

month. This upgraded version analyses 

your catches to help you improve. 

DOWNLOAD THE
UPDATED

GET IT 
FREE 
NOW

   
 

 

Tel: 01480 463405
Quiet Waters, Hemingford Abbots, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire. PE28 9AJ

www.quietwaterscaravanpark.co.uk
quietwaters.park@btopenworld.com

Enjoy the bespoke
services of a dedicated river

guide with 40 years of
angling experience

Expert tuition and guidance
in coarse and salmon fishing

Traditional tackle and techniques a speciality

Learn to cast with a centrepin reel and use a vintage split cane rod

Hot tea, home made lunch and cake provided

Full details on www.riverdays.co.uk or see Facebook riverdaysuk 
Please phone to discuss and design your own perfect River Day 

Steve Roberts 07917 243 263 steve.roberts@riverdays.co.uk

RIVER 
    DAYS

*XLGHG�ÀVKLQJ�RQ�WKH�$YRQ��
.HQQHW��/RGGRQ��)URPH��6WRXU��
:\H�DQG�7KDPHV�ZHLUSRROV

Framed photographs of the day available. Birthdays and gift days catered for.



TROTTING 
FOR ROACH    

ext mo

Anthony King shows you just how easy it is to 
catch a bag river silvers on the stick fl oat

ark ollard's guide to the do's
and don'ts of bread fishing

PERFECT YOUR
PUNCH FISHING

ON 

SALE

November 25, 

2015

PLUS PHIL RINGER'S NEW PE

e revea t
new carp ta

POLE
WAGG






